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IABSTRACT
This thesis consists of two largely independent 
parts*
Part I is a discussion of Campbell’s work on the 
Associated Mathieu equation* This equation is a 
transformation of the spheroidal wave equation and it 
was to he expected that many of Campbell’s results had 
their counterparts in the theory of spheroidal wave 
functions. This thesis examines Campbell’s work, 
relates it to the latter theory, completes and corrects 
it at certain points* In particular, it is shown that 
Campbell’s "finite solution” of the Associated Mathieu 
equation is erroneous*
Part II is devoted to a study of the spheroidal 
Y/ave equation in the case when the characteristic exponent 
is half an odd integen The standard method of con­
struction of solutions as series of Legendre or Bessel 
functions, breaks down completely in this case* After 
a study of the form of the ©igesi value A  , it is shown 
the series of Legendre (or Bessel) functions is 
supplemented by a series involving derivatives of such 
functions with respect to the order* The corresponding 
second solution, and some special cases, are also 
considered*
The author wishes to express his 
sincere thanks to Professor P.M. Arscott, 
for his guidance, criticism, and encouragement 
in this work.
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Part I 
INTRODUCTION
The Associated Mathieu equation, first formulated by Ince 
in 1923 is closely connected with the spheroidal wave equation whose origin 
has been traced back to Niven (1881). In the last twenty years an extensive 
study has been made of the spheroidal wave equation, particularly by Meixner 
and Schafke, Boukamp, Erdilyi, Blanch, Flammer, Stratton and his coworkers, 
Mueller and Slepian. Ince (and independently Humbert obtained solutions of 
the Associated Mathieu equation as trigonometric series in 1923* Little more 
was done on this topic until during the years 19^6-50, Campbell made a set of 
investigations into this equation.. This work was apparently done indepen­
dently of and possibly in ignorance of that on the spheroidal wave equation.
The following work coordinates these two sets of investigations 
and answers the question whether any of Campbell!s results .might provide 
fresh information on the spheroidal wave equation. It is found that all of 
his results have their counterparts in spheroidal wave function theory except 
(i) the inequalities relating to zeros; (ii) asymptotic solutions for large^ 
andK and (iii) periodic solutions with period«£^3T (q integrality). We 
have established integral representations of non-periodic solutions like 
those of the Mathieu functions Fey etc.
Recently Slepian has obtained asymptotic expansions for ^
5 *  j L *
fixed,Vy and 0 large; and f i i , and fixed, V  large. Similar results 
may be obtained for vl fixed, and V  large with the help of
either Campbellfs or Abramowitzfs method
5~tar
- ii -
Campbell also gave a solution in the form of Bessel
function product series, and a procedure for obtaining a second solution
by Euler’s method* Corresponding results in spheroidal wave function theory
were obtained by Flammer independently /7|7, but priority can be claimed
for Campbell’s discoveries*
A question of particular interest related to Campbell’s
claim to have obtained a ’’finite form solution” of the Associated Mathieu
solution
equation, since no such/was known for the spheroidal wave equation. In 
this thesis, it is shown that Campbell was in error, and the ”finite-form”
solution is not valid. A number of other errors in Campbell’s work, of
/
various degrees of importance, have been discovered and corrected*
The plan of this part of the thesis is to discuss Campbell’s 
work, piece by piece, in terms of the Associated Mathieu equation showing 
the counterparts of this work in the theory of the spheroidal wave equation* 
I am sincerely thankful to Professor F.M.Arscott for 
suggesting the problem, guidance, Criticism and help in writing the thesis.
61#1 The spheroidal coordinates
The prolate spheroidal coordinate system (Lt, W*5 )
is related to the cartesian coordinate system X-) by
X  isr C S^hu. $t,nifk'\r C®$<p 
£ $ c n * / ) U ^ S l >-ry £l?'>s<p 
Z =: C £*>S'h,UL to Sit
where C is a positive constant, and «p lie in the intervals
0^  U, < fisc ^  ^
Introducing the transformations
t<C —»■> Lt- c dL.
<•
C  — t- £
into (1.1.1), we get the oblate spheroidal coordinate system 
— -
(1.1.3)
where IT have the same domains as in (1.1.1).
The surfaces U_-= constant ( U.^ o) are families of prolate and
oblate spheroids respectively. The surfaces zzz constant (vj: T  )
form a confocal system of hyperboloids of two sheets for (1.1.1) and
hyperboloids of one sheet for (1.1.3)« In both these systems the surfaces
sp ss constant are planes through the HL -axis. The surface U- =Q degenerates
into a line segment along the X  -axis from Z  = -c to Zfe+c in the prolate
> a- a.
case, and a circular disk*- -f- =C , o (covered twice) in the oblate case,
7The degenerate surfaces lT=:o, F  together form those parts of the^,-axis for
which t- in the prolate case* But for the oblate case '^o, yC give
Vr
the positive and negative ^ -axis respectively andW'sjgT , a deger^te hyper­
boloid in the plane 2^ =0 such that ,2 =o. Thus the entire z-axis
is singular for the system (101o1) and the ,JP-plane for the system 
in the sense that on a singular surface the correspondence between/ xl, y  Jr
andUpJ^ f  coordinates is no longer one to one. It is well known that each 
systemiis orthogonal so that the general theorem on transformation into orth­
ogonal coordinates may be used to express the Helmholtz equation in the 
coordinates (It- , XT , f  ) /~2j7
Continuity Condition
In applications, we generally require the function W to be a 
single valued continuous function of position with continuous gradient. Now 
we consider the restrictions that this imposes on the functions U, V, F, when 
a solution is assumed in the separated form
H  = U ( u . )  V ( v ) f ( 9 )  (1.1.4)
Now as - X  , the point (u,v. ) tends to concidence with the point
dF((u,v,^ )o Therefore for continuity of F(^ ) and --------   OElly
J Jp
must F(^> ) and — continuous in but also
4 ^ ffpj pfa) (1.1.5)
t Z ~ *  ~  (1.1.6) '
-  a
As we shall see later F( f  ) satisfies an ordinary differential equation, so
%we should consider fa/ for general real values of p  at least.
d t
If F(f> ) and    are continuous and F periodic with period I3' , /s,.
F ( f  +  i x )  ss F t * )  (1.1.7)
then this also satisfies (1.1.5) and (1.1.6). As in this condition
is both necessary and sufficient for periodicity in the case of the 
spheroidal coordinate systems also.
The continuity of U and V, as we see later, depends on 
certain characteristic values of the separation constant X  .
Or we can discuss it as for oblate case below:-
(a) The Oblate case.
The continuity condition with regard to is the same as in the 
prolate case, v±z i
UtA. F(?) ~ F(p)
f t  F (m )
In the case of continuity across the degenerate surface
u=o we observe that the points (o, tr , f t ) and (o, a ) are
identical. Therefore since F(^)^o, we have
V f o y V f a )  ~  ^ ( 0)
for Q S  X • If V(v) is an even function, then V( * - v^, ) =
V(^tJ ) » V(^). The first relation is always satisfied and from the
second we must have tP(o)=o. Thus we have either 
' O ' ( o )  ~  0 and =  X/(\ f~)
or —  O and V  ( *  ~ v \ )  ~  - W ,;7 j
i.e. either U  7o) ~ o and V(^) is even about V  z. £ -
or L(V& ) ~  © and V ( ) is odd about ir ~
Now U(0)=Uf(o )s@ls impossible, for U(u) satisfies a second order ordinary
differential equation, and so U(o) and Uf(o) can not vanish simultaneously
U
withoutjjbeing identically zero.
ft'
1.2 The spheroidal wave equation
In the prolate spheroidal coordinate system (1*1*1), the 
three dimensional HxhJhfy- equation
^  +  x * - i v = .  o (1.2.1)
Wx.*- e) z~
becomes
+  iuff +- +  Co^vr a *
* «? OL.
C o M  g  -  tel if +  ioif,Xc - C « s V W =  o (1.2.2)
"i^vAkM * :•'•«*</ ,
Let W= V Y u ^  F C ^  be a solution
of (1*2.2). Then we obtain three ordinary differential equations for 
U, V, and F:-
-V + C U  ~/ ^L~ CcjetJ&Ur —  O (1.2*3)
"5^-- + ^  U ^  - s « \ o s e c v ~  +  A ) v  -  o (1.2.^)
s££- +  A 1- =  e (1*2’5)
 ^ i.
Whereat, and yU. are the separation constants.
If we set
* /— v ^ rli_ *- •
^ n y j, C- Y  c<ca-.
(1.2*3))
u - ^  ( - «  , ^  (1.2.«) (1,2'6:
then both the equations are brought to a common form £ \ J
d 7Jd- - dJ¥. ~f~ (X . -Said'S?asv&~ + Y  Cc$&) a(1.2.7)~
4 G 1- v ^
Where W is written for U or V. This equation is the trigo­
nometric form of what is known as the spheroidal wave equation.
//
Putting St 'YiS * i-A- (1.2.6) yields the algebraic
formof# the spheroidal wave equation
(/-z*)°L^d ~i.-z.dw + U+y>-(i-zi)* (1.2.8)
Similarly in the case of the oblate spheroidal coordinate 
system, assuming a solution iuw the form
W  s: V(u~) i/(v) F  (p)
gives the ordinary differential equations for U, V, and F:
"v
" t lu 1-  ZvS'kuL *OL — X )U z z  o (1.2.9)
- S -  +  * *  v ' ^  -  ( t V * » , V  t / , W > r - A ) W s  o  < 1 - 2 - 1 0 >
^ . A p  (1.2.11)-f- aa._ r  —  w 
where yL and are separation constants*
Introducing
u  -  <-■«, - r ’- ^  )
V=- 5"-# e x 1- - y 1" L A  (t*z,/oJ ) (1-2»12)
% / " '4 )
brings these two equations to the form (1,2.7) and a further substitution
z=sinfi leads to the equation (1.2.8).
It is the equation (1.2.8) which has been extensively used 
ly
in the literature, exceptJMueller who has used the trigonometric form of 
the equation (1.2.7) / j & J *
1.3 The Associated Mathieu equation 
By putting
-i(,.A) ; )
T 3=- — /c ** ymt ^ t ^
V )
ii
in (1.2.8), we obtain the Associated Mathieu equation in its algebraic form
' ( z d  + 0 - Z -  4 i f e  ■ j - ( a . + ) c ^ z i- ) u  (1.3.2)
d  -L »- ~ZL
Substituting z. yields the trigonometric form of
the Associated Mathieu equation
— 2 y  '£ Ck ft &{ d-OC ~j~- t  -f- ^  0  ( 'i -z ■z')
' v u o o ;
The transformation — <6 in (1.5.3) leads to the modified Associated
Mathieu equation.
*• & X- ^
sL,^  - f  & (~" a  “t  *  Sn.i^-A 0) 14: =z~ o ( 1 .3 .^ f )
~ IJ -
The transformation ( G*.?®) u. reduces (1.3.3) to the normal
form of the Associated Mathieu equation.
-t y ( f - y )  ~h k ^ sc/z&JU  -- o (1.3.3)
If y o  , the equation (1.3*3) becomes the ordinary Mathieu equation
f“ L  ■+• *+- K <*£&) U. ^  o<d &
If v'; =0 or 1, the equation (1.3*5) assumes the form of the ordinary Mathieu 
equation.
It should be noted that the Associated Mathieu equation is not a special case 
of Hill’s equation, because of the singularities on the real axis, 
so that unfortunately the general theory of Hill’s equation is not applicable. 
1.*f CAMPBELL’S NOTATION
In order to examine the work of Campbell we mention the 
coordinate system he uses. In he uses the confocal coordinates ~
related to the cartesians and spherical coordinates ( ^ > e , f )
/3
X ~  -f Ooskp^  Cs$$ C^ Sf>
$  rr / 0t3 £^ Os5$ S i ^ f  —  ^  S£yi& Seu-f>
~Z --' -p 3 in /i  ^  i rz -4- dcr; dp (1.4.1)
.2)Whence <5. = ~j~r j"~ l| -j~ l)jj ^  _jf. (1.4
z ' >/ C«e$3=| ■jrCvjLl.yi
If we make the substitutions
(a) | =  ir+ £ . y = - i t  + a  , (C )
" ' jo.4.3)
(b) + -  c. }
2, /
the coordinate system (1.4.1) becomes the proldate and oblate spheroidal 
coordinate systems respectively* Using (1.4.1) and assuming $ solution of the 
Helmholtz equation in the form
M / ~  CasJ  Co*A & ($ ')  V i f t )  e  n<^ (1.4.4)
(where for application >vu. is generally integral) 
he obtains equations for U and V
4 —^ •'*'/ -f /< S^yiA ^  0 (1.4.6)
V v  ^ / *
The equation (1.4.jp becomes (1.4.$) by changing i • But
when > = , the equations (1.40<ff) and (1.4.$0 become the equations
 ^/(1*3*3) and (1-3*4) with >/■* — £ ' . Thus it becomes evident that his results
r t
for the Associated Mathieu equation (and those of others) can be expressed in 
terms of those for the spheroidal wave equation keeping in view the 
relations (1.4.2).
1-5 notations
Because of the differences in notation between various authors,
/z/
in this thesis we use the notation of ^ "*10J  for all th« functions involved, 
except for the Associated Mathieu functions which do not appear in jT '^ O j  
and for which we follow Campbellrs notation:-
T* ( z-)  j Q  £ ’('*•’)  Legendre functions of the first and
second kinds for the cut fl&nL
(>> ( l )  i Q ^ ( z ) Legendre functions of the first and
second kinds on the cut
£  (?') } Gegenbauer functions of the first and
n second kinds
( V  J y  (*■), Y u M  Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds
( f ) Hankel’s function of the first and second
y kinds
(*■) /- ~ ^  ** Spherical Bessel functions
&  Z M(&)  9 Modified Bessel function of the first
and second kinds
{%) ^ y  )  y $x> ( x/  Solutions of the spheroidal wave equation
for the cut fh .t\L
Solutions of the spheroidal wave equation 
j j . f i )  ■ on the cut
V<i) Sy ' ( • & , * )  J y - ^ Solutions of the spheroidal wave equation
as spherical Bessel function series,
(if) fic. A )  Associated Mathieu function
O V  C en (&j A solution of the Associated Mathieu
equation in its normal form
Hypergeometric series
Chapter II
2.1 The Associated Mathieu functions
Consider the Associated Mathieu equation
( I - Z z ) H jy +  f +  =  O (2.1.1)
*■ ciz-
This equation has regular singularities at z = £  1 with characteristic 
exponents o and -J - y  at each and an irregular singularity at infinity.
In fact one seeks a periodic solution with period o f the
trigonometric form of (2.1.1) obtained by putting z=sine
~ -v- (cl +  M ) h/~ 6 (2.1.2)
cl B y
But since sin© = z, 0 = , z = 3C+ <-J. yields for fixed ^  ,
an ellipse with foci (+ 1,o)
- 2 2 . J t - - i  =  1 (2.1.3)
G rA y %  &<■».(,%
A straight line from the point # to ^ corresponds to a. clockwise
half circuit of the ellipse (2.1.3) if ^^(anti-clockwise l f & n & < 0  ),
Now if a solution of (2.1.2) is such that W ^ + X )  = C W($), and W/<?) = $P(z), 
then«£(z) is multiplied by C ujiaen z passes from any point Z. 0 to the point — 2c 
along the ellipse making a half circuit about z = +1, - 1. If 0 = 1» W($)
has period ^  , and^(z) remains unaffected. But if C = -1, W(-£) has
period ZA  and a further half circuit is required to restore ^(z) to its 
original value. Since such a complete circuit is equivalent to a circuit 
about z =aa in the opposite direction, the condition that the solution W(0) 
of (2.1.2) should be periodic with period <2* is equivalent to the condition 
that the solution (z) of (2.1.1) should resume its original value after a 
complete circuit about z is described.
Finally it must be noted that an even integral function
• 2
of $ with period is an integral function of k im } Z apd conversely,
Campbell £ ^ 7 j  obtained as follows a solution of (2.1.1)
which shall be finite at z = + 1.
For K2 = o, the equation (2.1.1) reduces to
(1-z2) - (2^ +1)z + a W = o, 2 dzdz
which for a = n(n + 2 £ ) is satisfied by the Gospnbauer polynomial
C % ; =  x 11 P ( r ' * S ^ ) z r{' F ( ~  ^  > ix lb  . - n - l - h i -  i O  (2.1.%)
°'r V*. —  (~^ Pfatiy) F(- n+-i> i 5 ; r  ^ ,
- »/ /yp; _ , V) (2.1.6)
C  ( 2 +
^  J »  # /» /  V  )
' ' ( V  ^  X( —  b  ^  X   -------
This suggests a solution of (2.1.1) in the form
/’fi1 i -  ' A '  (X') C'/z. ) (2.1.7)
Now the function £ (&) satisfies the recurrence relation
“ V f  •
C  ( ^ )  =. 6t + /J c  v f c )  -t- i n f  f )  cL fz.)
v  v i  x  '  v>  ^ .  /  ’  \  1 '  j n  _ _  i  ✓
e>o
>i >?+» ' 1 /?-/
-f-
whence = +  r> )  + Z - J
U. /Z  — } / T) *" (2.1.8)
Then substitution of (2.1.7) into (2.1.1) and use of (2.1.8) 
yields recurrence relations for the coefficients with£even
<7
1i('i + ?~/)(iti>- i) *- V 2  (^tv-i-j(ti-Vi-i) ^
, ( - Z + 2 * ) { ' L  +  I * - t O A K f  ,
+• L  ------ ----  ir O ( < > ^ )  .
-t-t) (^C + V t - 2 ) '
From these relations ,   can be found in
v v
terms of A0 in succession and k & can be determined by a suitable normal­
isation condition. But the series thus obtained does not converge in 
general at z=+ 1. It is convergent for j z j = 1 only for certain characteristic
values of a which are the roots of the characteristic equation given below:-
By introducing into (2.1.9) the abbreviations 
fj = ) ( * ■  +  * » -  3 )  A '  (2.1.10a)
Mr = t r ^ - >  )/■>,. f (2.1.10b)
°  ( 4  -y v-/_)'7 '£ t  v- x )  ('<■ )
Lr = + 3. v ) +  v -  / (2.1.10c)
( ' Z + v - v - j r i )
the difference equations are obtained in the form 
N = (2.1.11)r " L - a - Nr r + 2
N_ = L - a (2.1.12)d o
Now it is necessary to find Nr satisfying the equations. 
(2.1.11) and (2.1.12) in such a way that N^-^ o as r-^ oo. Campbell’s
treatment of this is inadequate as he does not discuss the behaviour of Nr 
as r —>0# which is necessary in connection with the uniqueness of the 
solution. Taking r = 2,^,6, .... the equation (2.1.11) gives 
N^ =
’2 ' L- - * - H
N% - L. - a - N., ’
hi&y.
Combining these* a continued funO-t-lota is obtained
*Ld - ±!5iJ - ....  -  .Clad (2.1.13)
iL^ -fc |L„-«. r L^-a.
Similarly the equation (2.1.11) gives
‘ i ' a [ T - T  ' lL -a, (2.1.14)
t> >s X
Let us consider an infinite continued fraction
N U  ” ± ]  . ' • w l (2.1.15)
. * &-■Y, t.+ %
| L ~ CK. I £
1
We notice that the partial numerator and denominator
are 0 (1) and 0 (p^) as p o o .  Hence by a rule given by Perron </~117  this 
continued fraction is convergent. (This convergence property of the infinite 
continued fraction has not been shown by Campbell). Thus the quantities N* 
are defined for r = 2,^,6, .... so that we have
A/ _  Hi j
^  I l _ a. - (2.1.16)
'V -it %
This is of the same form as the relation (2.1.11) which can
be satisfied if we take N = N ’ . Moreover, the N then tend to zero as, r r * r
U.i.f/J
r -*4 oo. But the relation^must also be satisfied so that from (2.1.13) we 
must have
This transcendental equation is the characteristic (equation for the deter­
mination of a. So far we have shown that the difference equsfcion (2.1.9c) 
has a solution of the appropriate type and convergence of the infinite 
continued fraction on the right of^2.1.17.) Now we show (which Campbell did 
not) that it is only for such values of that the solution exists. For
this pt/fypose we quote two theorems given by Meixner and Schafke 1^7. If 
we have a homogeneous and linear difference equation of the second order
'f -  O  (2.1.18)
where j 1 y K  - ^  3 p ^  — - » then the following
theorens hold good:
Theorem 1. The equation (2.1.18) may have three types of solutions, namely
Type I : the trivial solution ^ o  (K = o, i } s2~? )
Type II : For k = 1,2,3 ....
| -s ( t o j ,  i ) "  | y K .» I
^ k-, 4  0
Type III : there exists a natural number k„ such that for k  \  R .I N s !
we have
I ! >  ( t v * / - 1) l x
0
\ y -  -  1 1  <  ( j ^ '
^ + t
Theorem 2 There exists each of the three types of solutions. But there
2c
cannot be two linearly independent solutions of type II. is precisely
the solution of type II, where
—— ■- ■ ...J *" r- ■ —
3> Id
,Jo * 3
and
i 1 ' I
\ b
where the infinite continued fractions
i j _ m  . _  s ^ >
+ 1 j - M
*<
are defined, and being the solutions of the equation (2.1.18),
with the conditions
- Z. 0  
i -/ 5 ,
T ? } = o . T < ‘; = //if. —- f L
Our recurrence relation (2.1.9c) can be brought to the form (2.1.18) by
introducing the transformations
j t// V -+-J/-
+  v  d  i) - f ’ ^  "f*^6)
/■ i
v;-
6/.
it- - L> \  ~  /b,(s£s +  % y  ) \  ‘t *  ( S t * + 2 v ) 4-y- (
4- £ -----*------— " >
C  n  ^   •—  ;
st-
('tV o t %  3 , * • ■)✓ .j -*v -o /
*  O- —+ 1 ft, — c C.'I
~  ~2>.
m
According to Theorem I, there will be three types of solutions 
Type r 00
I z - or-
II ^  o—  __ I A  /> ~
c> z  * i * 4-'i ,y a.
/-f
K
Kt  Z ^  -r , r/ ^  ^ TC -
i n  ^ 7./. v , . rt /V"4 > 2*.-t ±  - / t O ( t  )
a -7, , ? X  **-V*, -'L+l 'i~l
The type III gives a divergent series solution and according to Theorem 2, - 
there cannot be two linearly independent solutions of type II»
42-
No w we turn to the convergence of the ©eries (2,1.1?)*
We know that for large n, cr(z) behaves asymptotically as ^  L Co$e^ .f) ^
so that
(  + m +  O p * ' * ) .
That is
K
A: £4 /2.) \
^  ^ v
Hence the series 21 A?, £*v x J converges for all ¥T and z,
4iO . t*
Since Cy (a) is an even function of z according to (2*1.5) for/an even
r <&?
integer, the function £
is 0
is an even function in z and resumes
its original value after a complete circuit about z =£1* Henpe the
solution regarded as a function of 0 given by z = sinil will be periodic
with period A . Similar treatment of the recurrence relatione for odd
I .f J
values of r gives a solution which has period-?* in Q,
by h  eV / &  f  a )
r X y
2.2 Solution in series of Legendre functions.
In (2.1.9c) set
V -  w  .+ j. f k =  - Y 1-
C L  z z  A, +  ^  -  w  -f • - 701
(2.2.1)
n -
and take the solution (2.1.7) the form
n-y*\ 2*. (2 .2 .2)
Then the recurrence relation (2.1.9c) becomes
** (vi -l)^ ^  ^ ~ ( * + 1 * . )  ( * 1+  1
/  y 77" 7~* 7  n *-
(*n + fa-4)( Sw-tfy/t-z)
( n  *-14,J  ( w f  -  I
  —     J +
(  + i *  ~ 0  I  2>0 + ^ 4 .
\ % lA+y) (y) +  yr\
- —— — ■—     -• —  ■ —  $
/ / r\~>m4 214- 1 ~  O
{ i » +  V - t - t - 3 )  ( 5  *  +  H +  ^
(2.2.3)
Now we use the relation between the Gegenbauer and Associated Legendre
polynomials
' / / \ / \
- 0 ) - r» f u * - >  •
r ( z > » + l )  ( 2 . 2 A )
vA«-re.
wh^&e m and n are positive integers such that “n ~  2 ^  ^  C
Then
yyi+'!~ Vte t ~ ? y < </) s> 1 — •■ )>i , <
£ _ _ ^ .  6 *  w x / ' '
-i> 5-J?
(2.2.5)
This solution, though equivalent to Campbell's, has not been obtained in 
this explicit form previously; it enables a comparison to be made with 
spheroidal wave functions. If J = i,or m=o, the Associated Mathieu equation 
reduces to Bouwkamp's form of the spheroidal wave equation of zero order 
relation (2.2.5) becomes 
a/j
(2.2.6)
If we sake a » 'nH^ O (n+^+2i' )1 with v* = >5" I
f\ r
where ^integers p,q are prime to each other, then the equation (2*1*1) has 
solutions
t o+f i  t e + J i  (2.2.7)
b &  X -  'Wf'/ ^ 1 * 4 ^  (2 2 8)
r  ^f/+/3 / (2'2,8)
From (2*1*4) we see that the first function is of period c^,,a 0£
l l r £ K
according as p is w w  or odd; and the second function has period •
These solutions give results
(!) /  ^ P  (Z'j't2') ^ z .  ~  o  ( p  o < M )
■- tft %y)+i ■j'pj
0 V
i»') i KHl= *
-00
2*3 The Spheroidal wave functions
In /"1§7 a similar method to that of Section (2.1) is 
adopted to obtain a solution of the spherddal wave equation (1.2.8) as
a series of Associated Legendre functions p  ® (&) where m and t \ are 
positive integers*
In this case assuming the solution in the form
GO x y*i \
f 05 JZ , Y / — ^ 1 G *3 + 2 £ 'VI  ^ ^'1 y> - (2.3.1)
where /i - »  (*'- +- 0 »
we get the recurrence relation (2*2*3) with 4 replaced by
r> - S'i.
&  » t $ / whence it follows that the coefficient of Cl . is
w , 2 * ^ 2
zero if 2*, * -tt-n-1 or -m-n-2* Then we deduce easily that
r  o  iro'i. 1 %  ^  - m - H - t  (2.3.2)
f ip 2 E  u
Also ( z . )  —  C  for -*n->-K^r < hr-*,
so that the solution (2*3*1) reduces to
oO
:'S - » ( T > ' < Z ) ~  L- (2*3*3>
/-'"'V' _--—'
2.
Now since the recurrence relations for the coefficients are 
the same in both the spheroidal wave and Associated Mathieu functions, we 
obtain via (2.2*5) and (2*3*1) the formula:
/over
27
-
>¥) (
T s ^ s ^ y y
P (  5>«v i) uTe
(2.3M
where the constant depends on the normalisation of each function.
Chapter III
3.1 Modified Bessel function series for Associated 
Mathieu functions
In this section we show how Campbell obtains a solution of the
equation (1.3.2) in a series of modified Bessel functions.
In (1.3*2) setting kz~|, yields
f - (x» + ,}l + ( o ,  + k*$*) o (3 ^ ^ )
2 2 2 For k =o and a = p- -y (p arbitrary), this equation has a solution
=- ( V I p  ( I )  (3.1.2)
Where I (?■ ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
P -
Then a solution of the Associated Mathieu equation (1.3*2) may be assumed 
in the form
*" 'f ~ °G
^ ( k )  ~  i  I .  cA-i (3.1.3)
Where p^o(modl), because if p is an integer the results (3.1.4)
and (3*1*5) below will break down.
From the recurrence relations for I (£)* we obtainp v ’
/<ry T
* 5 ?*' >
t
)(! + J7T-i) ^  0
■f —  ) ( !  - — —  ) / I A -f 
p t ' t / K .  j o +*$.-! *
J
0  + frO(/ + x a + ^ 2. (3.1.^)
Now substituting (3*1*3) into (1=3*2) and using (3*1=^) yields
Q
the recurrence relation for the coefficients p,r :
^  \ f o + '& ~ o 6 j {V
' $ o - ^ ) o + b 7 j  +  ( ' + */.>+
. n r  / /.
Ay v
I ~ W a r  O
(3-1-5)
Changing v into 1-i> and replacing p+r-v by an integer N, this 
relation (3-1-5) becomes
/C A/ / A/ <f / ,) C /y-2. ^
zy  (.A/ ) a
( n + i )  ( N + 1 y )
( ^ N t  ?  )  (  N + V + \ )  j -
+  £ f r + £ * n " i i z ± i l  C „ + x  -  o
y + ^ h - t - 2 )
(3*1.6)
3o
Where^ N=o,2,4,.... -  ..... = o. This relation is of the
same form as (3. 1.9c). We may therefore take = A^ and so the equation
(1.3.2) has a solution in the form
* * ( 6 )  r= ( k  ^ r . s ) y£  <  X N r »
N o
Campbell has not proved the convergence of this solution. We 
prove it as follows:
2 f1' * **’For K j.' -Ai' **', as oo
A
jL * + Z  ( <
J _
so that
 _____________   /v'   i---------- - — > <?
T H + v_:L(kitr>&) j »->)(*+>’)
4L*
Hence the series (3*1-7) converges absolutely and by V^Lerstrassfs M-test
it also converges uniformly in any closed region of the ©-plane.
We can obtain another solution cf the Associated Mathieu equation,
not given by Campbell, as follows
As the modified Bessel function of the second kind K ( kScuS)
h+5>( 7
satisfies the same recurrence relation as I (ftsino), we have also a solution
A/f.v
3/
-*«7
A/ - O
But a path in the ©-plane from 0q to 0Q+ A * is equivalent to a 
circuit in the V~plane about oo when V=k sinll. Then
2*6 / ~ ^  r ** oo -
') r t>< i ^ e > )  I a *  K n -v  ( K i ^ o )  \ i < -  L  * *  ( k s o u . o )
V - *  ^ /N/r ^
so that the solution is non periodic.
It is interesting to observe that for-!'=J, the solution (3*1»7)  
becomes the solution found by Bouwkamp / 3 J  of the spheroidal wave equation
of order zero which he obtained by using an integral equation
i ^
H fr ) r M ' j  6 ^  (3.1.9)
and substituting the Legendre function series in the integrand. We can 
therefore regard the solution (3«1«7.) as the generalisation of Bouwkamp*s 
solution
Forv =o, the solution (3-*1 • 7) becomes
o '
w(e)= z. (3.1.10)
/V— 0
Satisfying the ordinary Mathieu equation
32.
d e -  K * 2 (3.1.1D
to which the Associated Mathieu equation reduces for^=o. The recurrence 
relations for are also obtained by putting u  -  o in (3.1.6).
If k2 is replaced by the solution (3.1.7) becomes W(0) =
_ y o<D -r- v ,
constant o (f sino) X. ^A/ ^
Hi-O .
(3.1.12)
Where the coefficients A^ (-Y^) satisfy the relation (3.1.6) with K2 replaced 
2
by -Y « As
1-
O '  ) X , +  y - ±  ( y S ' ~ B )  (3.1.13)
the solution (3.1.12) is expressed in spherical Bessel function .series
tu(Q) Z Cov^tco^t (yt>^d) A* (* St**0)
v ' U+)t„JL
0 1 (3.1.1*0
Finally by means of the transformation (2o3.1), this becomes
— V^i + X  . //y
xj,7. m-vi * (3.1.15)
This solution, though equivalent to Campbell's, has not been
*
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obtained in this explicit form previously. It helps us to make a
comparison to be made with the spheroidal wave function.
From the asymptotic behaviour
(IJ i ' \ , ■ *-
+ V.__________^  * 'i.-j, oo
it follows that this solution (3*^*^5) is convergent for all finite^and 
fig except 0 = o.
3.2 The Connection between the Legendre function 
series and Bessel function series
* / 2vCampbell showed the relation between the solutions pe^ (s,k )
and (3o1»7)o In fact this can be obtained by remarking that the set of
eigenfunctions of the equation (1o3°2) is identical with the set of
eigenfunctions of the integral equation
J  e  U J ( i ) c U  v '7 " x  (3.2.1)
- /
This relation has been proved by Bouwkamp in for the spheroidal
wave equation of order zero* By the theorem of Chapter V, this can also 
be proved to hold for the above case.
We know that
\ k z t  y
i-y
(3.2.2)
Then the integral equation (3.2.1) gives
/i/j 'l£  a *  £ ( t ) < n
*$20
(3.2.3)
Integrating the series term-by-term is permissible since the series
fV> '  y
1 ^  is an integral function of t. Then via (3*2,2) and
tiO
(3*2*3)1 one obtains
K 1-} - . ^ U t -  (KZ) '
PC 5 )
u r ( -*■■**>>)^7 A V, ...__
-fc ±  I (3-2.*0
This is of the same form as (3*1*7) if
j
X  =r
J (3.2.5)
Where the constant B is independent of N*
The equation (3*2,^) fixes the constant of proportion in terms
/ / s '
of the eigenvalueyM. of the integral equation (3*2*1)* Now can be 
calculated if the coefficients A* are known. If /'£ { z / k i )±s even in Z,yj '
then substituting z = o in (3*2*3) we obtain
m  r
j? d T
- u  (3.2.6)
t.-o *
Such a result is known for Mathieu functions and Bouwkamp has found it for 
the spheroidal wave equation of order zero* But this has previously not
3C
been found either for Associated Mathieu functions.- or spheroidal wave 
functions.
If we letv~->-o, the relation (3®2,6) reduces to a well known 
result concerning Mathieu functions. That is , and
<*> •*>
^  —  ' Consequently the solution pe^  (o,k )-^ I  ~~ Co$
That ia, the coefficients of the solution in the Bessel function series
/
5
representing the Mathieu function are proportion^ to those in the 'Fourier 
series representing the Mathieu function.
3?
y*{t) ,
333 The Spheroidal wave function S' >)»
In this section we establish a relation between the solution 
(3«1»7) and the spheroidal wave function (?jO* The latter function
is obtained by Meixner as follows:
The substitution
W(z)= ( z2 - ! ) ' ' 7'2 z "  V(z) (3.3.1)'
in the spheroidal wave equation (1.2.8) gives the differential equation for 
V(z).
h-7.1) - z f 7- +
I * z. I— ~7~~ J rfi~7 J -7 jd~L c 7 - ->
(3.3.2)
p
which for large z and A + y =^(>+1), reduces to the differential equation 
of the spherical Bessel functions (* z) > A =1?2,3»A„ A solution
of (1.2.8) can therefore be assumed in the form
■ u - (f)
KS
V
yU’/2' 00
I  d v
— vO
^  (3-3*3)
where |^|>/ , and ^  (modi) 
with the property that
3 Sf
(5o 3 .k )
oo
S u b s t i t u t in g  i  i n t o  ( 3 . 3 . 2 )  and  u s in g  th e  re c u r re n c e
-«G 5
r e la t i o n s  f o r  y£ ^ ( y z ) ,  th e  re c u r re n c e  r e la t i o n s  f o r  th e  c o e f f i c ie n t s
C „ \ , .  a re  o b ta in e d  s i m i l a r  i n  fo rm  t o  ( 2 , 2 , 3 )  w i t h  A
^ - m  4- •
w
“  C *  ( ^ r  ^  11 ) •  I t  i s  p o s s ib le  t h e r e fo r e  t o  ta k e
Cyj ( r  = 0 , 1, 2, ................. )«
? '
Thus i n  t h i s  case a ls o  (a s  i n  ( 2 , 3 . 2 ) )
cim  ~ yyl = 0  f o r  .<. - m - n - l ,
~ * 2 V ^
a
S in c e  th e  e q u a t io n  re m a in s  unchanged when/>* us  re p la c e d  b y
ia
C A  y„ . w \ w i l l  a ls o  be  a  s o lu t io n  
%  (7->
f a r t h e r
y  ^  /Y2.)
7 V+ i t  k 7 V  . / , I “  „  ,  7 -> I  00
if * I v ^
* xt ' * i n  ih e  u p p e r
o r  lo w e r  p la n e .  Thus as  z  00 i n  th e  u p p e r  o r  lo w e r  p la n e
r p(>) . , . v  /  1 00
Y ' V r z )
—  fl rf>
+1 (3 » 3 .5 )
i , e ,  (r-1 ^ y ^  (**) 1 as  z ” "> 00 ( 3 * 3 .6 )
S im i l a r l y  (^) , a s  z —^  00, ( 3 . 3 . 7 )
'ici
so that Su (-L >Y) . =  o  v  (z- Y)
(3.3.8)
Thus in virtue of (3*3-8), further terms of the series (3*3.3) can be removed 
and finally
S ” 1' * ( i - i ' * ) -■
<•     * L (M-y>)
i  « ( - < ) * ' < * ,  (3-3-9)m - y\ /
t T ”In this case, only convergence for r~^ oo is involved and the Solution 
(3*3*9) turns out to be convergent for o z j (as shown for 3*1*15)*
Now comparing (3« ^ •^8) and (3*3*9)* we find
f i n  (0 . *  , W + 1 , O
> ( s u s - 8 ' Y )  = constant. CoS 0  p<2 f # >' * V
Y \ \ J  V) — i'V*
(3*3*10)
valid for finite 0»
This shows that the Associated Mathieu function pe(0) is effectively the
(1)same as the spheroidal wave function S *
%CHAPTER IV
In /“6J7 Campbell has obtained solutions of period 2qA 
(q integral^ 2) of the Associated Mathieu equation (1.3*2). Such 
solutions have not been found for the spheroidal wave equation. We 
present the material in matrix form and fill up the gaps wherever they 
exist. We have obtained general multiplicative solutions (which Campbell 
did not) and corresponding results for the spheroidal wave equation.
In section 2.1 we remarked that if z = slno y o,
then increasing 0 to § ^-2a is equivalent to describing a negative 
circuit in the z-plane about X  =<*? (or indeed, a positive circuit about 
the points z = + 1). A solution which has period 2q* in 0 must, therefore, 
be such that it resumes its original value after describing q negative 
circuits about z (If Im0<0, the direction of the circuits is 
reversed).
As mentioned in section 2.1, the Associated Mathieu equation
0
(1.3*2) has regular singularities at z = +1, the exponents being % and 
\  «-v at each. Therefore if i  ~ v is not an integer, this equation 
has a pair of linearly independent solutions convergent within the 
domain | z | = 2 as
>,0-*) = £  <1# 0 - * j >  , c^.1.1)
x  V  ^  TV
F (1-2) = Z  H s ( [ - Z ) ,
^  > V  -  o
These solutions reveal that after an anticlockwise circuit round z^ rl.
F^(l-z) is unchanged, but F,>(1-z) is multiplied by - e
Since the equation (1.3*2) is not changed if we replace z by -z, its
QA.(h
solutions valid within the ^ jjtX | =2 are
n
F1(1 + z) = X  r I (^*1*3)
» r o 5
f2 o + z> = ( / + 2 ) x " w 2  ^
On making an anticlockwise circuit about z = -1, F1(1 +2)
- 1 a i- >'
remains unaltered, but F2(1+2) is multiplied by - e . Now by
Fuchsian theory, any three of the above solutions are linearly connected 
within the region common to the domains j * 7 ^ ( =2, i.e. there exist^
relations
F. (1-z) = KF,(1 + z) (1 + z)
y (^.1*5)
F2 (1-z) = -Y F 1(1 + z) + S f 2 (1 + z )
Where are constants.
Changing z into -z, the relations (2.1.3) become
F.O+z) =* F_(1 - z) +/JF. (1 - z)
1 1 /J 2 (4.1.6)
F2(1+z) = Y  Fn(l - z) +^F2 (1 - z)
it.
Writing 
F (1 + z) =
Fn (1 + z) 
F^ (1 ,+ z) •  ^• s;i i
the relations and (4.1„6) can be cast in the more compact forms
F (1 - z) 
F (1 + z) 
whence
T F (1.+ z) 
T F (1 - z)
T2 = I
i.e. ^ H-/?' Y = 1, /^ (‘^4 o) = o
Putting z = o an the first equation (*f.1.6) gives a relation between 5
0  -oO F1<1) =/;jF2(1)
c v
>»  ^ (^.1*9a)Where F1(1) = Z  y, ~ ^2 ^  ^ '1  ^ / <Vt - o
Now taking a path ABCDA as shown in the figure encircling the 
points z = +1, we study the behaviour of solutions when continued analy­
tically around this path back to the starting point. We begin in the 
neighbourhood of A considering the solution vector F(1-z). As we proceed 
from A to B," the solution vector F(1-z) remains within its domain of 
convergence, but it is more convenient to express it in terms of the 
vector F(1+z) as
F(1-z) j = T F(1+z) (4.1.10)
B
Where the matrix T is as in (4.1.7)*
The circuit from JS to C  takes F(1-z) outside its. original domain of 
convergence, and F(1-z) is defined by analytic continuation. However 
F(1+z) is still within its domain of convergence so that the analytic 
continuation of F(1-z) from B to C is:-
(4.1.11)
As we pass from C to D, the solution (4.1.11) remains within its domain
F(1-z) = TUjF(1+z)
/ j O \
where the matrix U = ; „ * as \
ofconvergence, but using (4.1.8) we write it more conveniently in the 
form TUT F(1-z); that is the analytic continuation of F(1-z) at D is
F(1-z)| = TUT F(1-z) (4.1.12)
D
Finally we make a circuit DA returning to the original point A. Let 
F (1-z) denote the solution vector which F(1-J£) becomes after the 
complete continuation of the path ABCDA. Then from (4.1.12) we get
F* (1-Z)j = TUTU F(1-z) (4.1.13)
■ • . A ■ <
Now we obtain relations between •> f i ^ which enable
us to simplify the matrix TUTU. From the relations (4.1.J$ we notice 
that there can be only two possibilities:- 
(i) X  ~ <4
(ii) -
We consider first the case ~ 0 Then from
(4.1.8), one obtains
F(1-z) = I F(l-l-z) (4.1.13)
showing that F^ (1-z) and F^O-z) are both even which is impossible.
For (4.1.5) holds within the common region of convergence and therefore 
certainly near the origin. But the origin is an ordinary point of the 
Associated Mathieu equation, so there cannot be two distinct even 
solutions valid near o. Hence we reject the case Y - 4- o
Similarly in the case ^  r <5^  \, 0  ~ Y O  we obtain two odd solutions _
near the origin and as a result this possibility is also ruled out.
*+* | p  -t
« ) f i y
(4.1.14)
Finally we are left with the only possibility
~ -  & 0  V jr /-***" (4.1.16)
which serves to eliminate Y and & from TUTU.
Now one seeks a solution V(z) of the equation (1.3*2), which
x ^
after the continuation of the path ABCDA becomes V (z) = sV(z), $ being
a constant.
This solution V(z) can be expressed as
V(z) = CF(1-z) (4.1.17)
where C is the row vector °a_7
so that after the continuation along the path ABCDA 
V (z) = C F * (1-z) = S V (z)
or using (4.1.13)
C /TUTU F(1-z)7  = SC F(1-z) (4.1.18)
This has a non trivial solution C if and only if
det/"TUTU - Sl7 = o (4.1.19)
which must be satisfied in order that a multiplicative solution should
exist. This may be called the characteristic equation for S. Equation
(4.1.19) may be written:-
j *(<«*)£ -5 *  / p  + £ / j
£ 0
(4.1.20):/ie. c ^ e  / e  {.•+&
2 / —  ^ -1AV.P 2 - 4 * ' 7  2. \ —  4'* l-V
i.e. 5 - £ \ - z  t- + Z *  (i + <* ?-• )+ e - o
V /
V •*,  ^ 2. -2A(. >'
ie ( 5 4 - e  4  S«.“ C05 A V &
giving two values of S.
Campbell assumes S to have the form
«. 2/ltv $ i&
S -  8- (4.1.22)
Then the equation (4.1.21) gives
* • /f/SL " 1 &/%- \ *  j  t  
9^"  ^ -t-  j j  Cos .A V
-'f
or ^  1.  (4.1.23)
y
(We recall that V is not half an odd integer).
However we can also suppose S to be
2 ?' <- *v’
6 :; £  (4.1.24)
Then from (4.1.211 we get
t ***** '"*% \
' ^  C~ •T>.«anWl!"—— *■" ,/ • •
t C O S X V ' (4.1.23)
The supposition S = E- gives the same result as (4.1.23).
In the result (4.1.23) Campbell has not given the range of © so as to 
determine <K uniquely. We establish it as follows
By letting # -1, the first equation of (4*1.5) yields
s*. H
'* 1 r 1 l. -* C  „ " ' (4.1.26)
Now first we prove the convergence of the series (4.1.26), as follows.
Let z -  1 + t. Then the Associated Mathieu equation becomes
t (t + 2) + { 2>'+ l ) ( i - i t )  €L ~ - +[o.-Kt(/a)i]^ 4;d»
assuming a solution in the form
10C C-
we get from the indicial equation c » o and c = ; and the
recurrence relation for r in the former case is;-
I  + f i
(± j- / ) ( j p- f -  > ) cc -H % ( - % + - m v j ~ a  — /< ~ \< {x  a. r  \ z 0
rPutting 2 a^ = d^ , we obtain
' \ k I u / '"-<W ]
i . a, | - t o  + W  -«*•-*• j 5 i X  " ' + 7 X
^ *!" S W- ! ||- - — ■ t  -■ * '' •
*i/iv X . ,  ~H > { 2A + ** < j
=  -1 + V  0  ( r _ 2 )
so that convergence of the series (A-01*26) follows. Then (4-. 1,23) 
becomes «?e
Cos & - C c r 3 A - y  7  c<- £
~ " 7  M (4.1.27)
oO r?
If a and are real, so will be the quantity 21 « Then
o
for^  unique value of we must have 0 <. ^ A 0
Now if one chooses 0 = { 2 ^  ~I: , p,q, being positive
1 A l t / p\ 1/
integers prime to each other, then (^f.1.22) becomes S z :  x  
or S 'v  -  i which is the condition that
the solutions are periodic with period 2q/\ . With this value of 0, the 
relation Gf.1.25) becomes
Ot CeSA>' ■+ e.<7s(>+ - °  (4.1.28)
It is interesting to note that for v integral this reduces to
In the theory of Associated Mathieu funation little has been done in 
case V integer* Campbell has also not considered this case*
Now to obtain WXz) in the explicit form it is necessary to 
findC^ and C , From the result (4.1.18) one can obtain an equation
i- — y
S J «  -  / e  -  s  j t  1
which shows that
/ i. \ / * * \ i u £ 5- \ — 5/i/. y \
, r ,, ^ ( l - *  )( > i «  J  < 1- {>'*)£ J
30)
In this result putting the values of/} obtained from (*pr1.9a), and b<
24ay; f
given by (4.1.28) and S = € f one gets the proportional values
of and in terms of -V and p,q; which when substituted in tbe 
result (4.1.17) yield the solutions
Where D is a constant,
CO >)
z- a » ( ' - * ■ )1 \  '  n
] ( i )  ~ ^  Q  (4.1.34)
5, ~ p~“* T  (4.1.35)
M ')
If^ is an integer, we get
r i-v a n r • 1 ,-j — f g$ k- A
M  (* ) r  D|^Cc 5 ^  ^ ^  ~ 1
%
~ r r- K  * v 1 '« = - (4.1.36)
we remark that these solutions (^.1.36) generalise Mathieu functions of 
fractional order•
If J (mod 1), then F^ (1 - z) and (1 - z) will not
pcur (ty
form a ^fundamental solution* A similar remark holds for F^ (1 + z)
and T?2 (1 + z). The second solutioiswill be in fact of the form
F_(1 + z) « F.(1 + z) Lo« ' (1 + z) + H.(1 + z)
3 ~  1 ~  <r -  1 -  (4.1.37)
#> y . | j jiZ | <
where HL (1 + z) = £y5 v ^ * "/v L# - / In this case one
similarly obtains the solutions
* J ( z. )-* i ( '  X 2- ) ' /> * PU / / ir z ) * / >T‘
^ ---  zr' t  r j L L - r ^ W £ -  (4.1.38)
Now we obtain the general multiplicative solutions from which we can 
obtain the above mentioned solutions as particular cases. Such solutions 
have not been obtained previously.
Again we can introduce
k B
S  -£■ 6  ( 9  CaY^jp&x) (4.1.39)
in the characteristic equation (4.1.21); getting 
ts( r ±
60s £
cos 7 y (4.1.40)
where % — J  n 5 (4.1.41)
1 h r
5J
3. - z a i v
We have seen before that and are proportional to V   ■
0
X . x
d.r?c< -S ~ 0^  -+-(/ - & ) C  respectively,
Using (^ fo109a)} (4*1.39) and (4«1*4o) these proportional values of 
and 'C ^  become,
i Co#? Se*-*1' (j + e ' Ati,)((: ±  <u-s£. 5<u .a I>)<L -—■»■■—- v ■*"
r-2^(V:/. *-,© ) r r £ ~  S a c 'S ' } ' I
~  L (2 ( f +  C  - C o s  ®  S a - L  J v  j  %  —*
H i \  '• “ -CrJO
Then we get the required multiplicative solutions:
W(r)= £c, +^j. ^ ( ' - * 0  (%.1.%2)
where - 2* t y
c« =• ± » C  ft to^ jei7^ ( 9 + e  )
fyO <4*1„43)
S  '  t  i -  jT £  ' *  ^  +  e . -  Ccr> J  X y  J
fyf'i 2
(4.1.44)
D is a constant, ^ (mod 1)
In the solutions (4.1.42) if we take 0 = (2*^ + as
special case, we get (4.1.32) and (4.1.33)*
Finally as the spheroidal wave function /'VY* ) s say and the Associated 
Mathieu function u  H.) are related by
we get the solutions of the spheroidal wave equation^ as
' y ^ f C a ^  4 . '
■%* u  ^l s  U p * *  -J*
c<
« ,
C ( l - z ' )  ^ k
i- a *
<?> - <2 tn tZ p
J~ T T ~ Z ~  *  ,J% r J (4.1.46)<y ^
ef Jw. Z/* ~ ^  j71
0 ‘•v^vAa. /a Ay
These solutions are of course not periodic. Similarly from the result 
(4.1.4?) we can obtain solutions of the spheroidal wave equation for 0 
general £■
CHAPTER V
Integral equations and relations
In this section we discuss integral equations for the periodic
solutions of the equatinn (1*3«3) as given by Campbell and Ince, We also
derive integral relations for non periodic solutions of this equation
(i«e, second solutions) which are analogous to the solution^  Feyn ?
FGk* « of the Mathieu equation. Finally we compare the
A- 1 >1
results in spheroidal wave function theory.
First we formulate a general theorem on integral equations 
Theorem: If
(i) / is a solution of the equation (1,3»5) with Q = % >
(u) V(5%->2' ^is a solution of the partial equation,
| i  - + ^ 5 ( / - - v  ) ( ^ $ -  + i)
such that with its first and second derivatives is a continuous
function of >1 inland X planes respectively,
✓
(iii) C is a path lying wholly within the region of plane such that
(iv) the integral
(5.1.3)c
 ^for all ^ and if singular converges uniformly in £ , the^ i U ( ^ )  is
a solution of (1-3*5) with G £ | . This theorem can be prpved in the
same way as the analogous theorcsn for the Mathieu functions 
By using the transofrmation
\j ( & } r  Cos S u ( 6 )
the integral equation (5*1*3) becomes an integral equation satisfied by 
the solutions of the Associated Mathieu equation (1*3*3)*
, ' r v / c  > i ‘ )
"  J' J A . > (5*1.#)
We note that if ^ ' ( * > ’1)and y have different properties of parity
and periodicity, then integral (5*1*3) vanishes identically, when the
path C is properly chosen,
5*2 The partial differential equation 
(5*1*1) and its solutions
The partial differential equation (5*1*1) is obtained by
expressing the equation^' + k j W = o in the confocal coordinates and-
then making the transformations
Ssr
The equation (5*1.1) has the following solutions
( /< (  )  CUn?£ C o s p? ' (5.2.2)
SCis-t' '  ^ ' v
( 5 V *  . . .  • A *  •
v  /
(5.2.3)
^  Cos^'casj) (‘Pi S^. I ' J  Uny'anj:
(5.2.4)
2-(s,o*s* s U ^  * s L ~ $ ) fc fc g
p
where q is a separation constant and Z is any cylinder function. 
Campbell has mentioned (5.2.^) and (5.2.5) with the cylinder function J 
only.
In spherical coordinates (1.^.1), the equation (v " +  K  ) W 
has solutions
/ I T  Q .™ {0s^ )  (5.2.6)
whence we have further solutions of the partial differential equation
(5.1.1).
x 
1L
2 h ( o x } C  a s ? ' ) '  ~ y  / , < \
■-1' — -------- —  -,i / - v ,  - ^ ( c*3lp+ C# I *')*-( •
1 i  Cos i £ -+. C£J J y£ 'j ^  + 1 t i- J
/* S ^  "2." C tS' 6<<<C. ^  kS'Ot'fc'^
yyi
C% <- /— »*— — —
™  < ^ 2^  (5.2.7)
using the relations between r,o and | , as given in (1.^.2). We 
remark that from among (5*2,7)* Campbell considered only the special 
case Z - J, P™{<&&) . m = n. We have to consider the general case of
any integer n,
5*3 Integral equations and relations
Now we obtain integral equations for the Associated Mathieu
functions,
/ f ** v ✓
Consider the nucleus V yl ) -  cosh css %
(5*3*1)
and periodic solution of (1.3*5) with period 7: ,
- * z
•*» £  *N
(5.1*3) of the theorem are satisfied. Hence
If we choose the path C as ( ' ~ -> “T* 5* the conditions (5*1.2) and
'** (5.3.3)
5 1
2 v /
JSatisfieg the equation (1*3»5) with the same a and k as for C 6  (y t
Now the nucleus and the function ^ ^are both eve& sin^y
and have period X • Then U (f) will also be even in sin£ , also 
with period* * As Ince has proved fp + J that there cannot be two 
independent solutions with period X , so U (£), if not identically zero,
LI
must be a constant multiple of c0 M /Thus we have the integral 
equation* ^ ( x
ce A- j COsfi 
-Vj.
• co/| cos \  ( n \ K  4; J y
By putting J = o, and in virtue of’XS-S-S), this becomes
(5.3. *0
_ -V2
-  A .  1  ^  1 '  CCS V' C i A L1r~rl l J h '
(5.3.5)
By means of the orthogonality relations of Gegenbauer^
polynomials the result (3®3«3) becomes
ce
5  -iv
( o , x z )  - A !  A0  2. a  n ( 2 * + 0
^ ^  T—  —  1  1 *)
C r ( ^ y >3
'zz Q 'pxjtjiP' ^ i i  * * s
®  ^ / all vanish successively so that the
solution yoe C l  ^  ) will identically zero* Therefore Ao cannot be
zero and hence the integral equation (5 * 3°*0 is not identically zero* 
In this case the equation becomes
n^%C} > ;
r  A ' j" cosh (*f J* Cos ^ (l X V  '
- X / ,  5 ” 3 '
Similarly if we choose the nucleus
Y($> ¥') - ( y f s ,int'SU4- Y )  cosi' cas ^
and the solution C.G. l yi * K Vwhich are odd in sin y / and have period t X
2 > W  C'
we have the integral equation 
p e ?  f t  k ^ )
J Y , /
j  2 y
—  A  j $ i 7 t f S c n % )  c o S / e v ( - » ' t * - U V i  3 ?)
J-*/z ( 5 > . X )  r i n + t ^ > «  /*|(5-3-7)
Combining (5*3®6) and (5«»3o7) we get Ince’s result
J  f a  , P
‘ ‘ 3 V , * *  *
( > - -j- j
where n may be an even or odd integer*
We make the observations
/
(i) Since ^ Campbell's result (5°3°6) or (5«3*7) is in fact
5 Cj
1 ^  1 \
a relation between the Associated Mathieu function &  <6? f  £ 7 t< J  -
OC? y y K
J  C  C^c??§J ^ke modified Associated Mathieu functionSt*
oe>
(ii) to get an integral equation for modified functions, we make the 
change , getting
. N i
' CCS ^  />£ ^  ^  '(5.3, 9)
, y  ■ / . K \ , , -y^
- V j
-2* ST ,
• c o s y ' h e .  & , * * - )
C 1 2r>+t (5 .3 .10)
(iii) to get an integral euqation for the Associated Mathieu functions,
we make the change "g ^  l •j ^  ^  obtaining
/»<?* ( U k * ) ~  ^  J , c e s A (k f Su~$ ^ l ) c e s r L f> ^O i)d ^
zr> . -Y -l n  1 (5.3.11)
—  A, ( (5-3.12)
- Y»~
Campbell considers the nucleus
f
* 2 J
' "P ^  / / X  L SZc*-^ Su*rj>? '  
l/ C J V 2 J  +  Ci ?2_2 '
for the special case n = m only* when it reduces to
] P f ( c < n s $ +  ^  ^
£ * £  ( C n  2.| 4-
/ I
y  >' /
£  d r  f  Cos "
(5.3.13)
y  -  y>74
and the function C € "  / y t  1 k 2~) The conditions of the theorem (see 5-1)
are satisfied if the path C is chosen as (~A . J5L. ), so that the
*- ^ S t -
integral ^
'Vi- ( ^  >
f Jb I 7 J ( ^  *? ^  j
J7 — , .»■»»,,       _ *
^ (Us 2 ^  " j | y
• c-est t e s 1? ' c - e * ( C j  k 2") d y '  (5.3.^ )
-> J M  C-
asatisfies the equation (1o3.5). For the Associated Mathieu equation,
this becomes X/<y
' ( i z
J^ r^ y+c*-2?-;/' ,5.3.15)
The nucleus of this integral is a series of integral powers of £-<n> 2 ^
 ^ , hence it is even in both sin> and sinv? * and. has
period A  „
Moreover __
CO   yj ,
f r z  ( V  U ^ ' ) ~  Z -  <  C  (  ' )
2 Y) s- O ** ^
o o  T  *  s
 ^ ^  *5.  c  ^ ( 5 - 3 - 1 6 )X x O c. s
/  *3 + / \
where = 1, f( = ^  J  (5-3.1?)
X? /  i , j\ /_____________ _
showing that j  is also even in S ' and has period a • Hence
l/^jwill also be even in sinjj , and have period 7V", i-e* L^{s)must be 
a constant multiple of not identically zero) so that
To show (which Campbell did not) that this is hot identically zero, we 
let saiu> — > oo. Then (5*3*18) behaves asymptotically as 
1 *  /<* v ( 7"- / k-f cS  ^ —
A c  (£>/< ) ^  (■ r £>! // ,
* % y >  J — r-— — t** M  J C o s  n  '  fe p  A? /
( K f  c s l ^ f y  *  f  % *
~  A/ 2
( K f i s ^ y
As Ao cannot be zero, (5«3o18) does not vanish identically. All the 
observations made on the results (3»3*5) and (3«3«6) hold in this case 
also.
Now we consider the general case of n any integer, Campbell 
did not consider this case. As before the integral:
/ ' )
I ( s , k x ) = *■<, Z H (
J T  L .
~A/x
'n+J- 5 'T& ( +  0&2>z')'3-
-  » - t ±j -j~
■ cost
0 &  zz - f .  CcnZtf ' L
(5.3-19)
satisfies the Associated Mathieu equation. To identify it, we let s&&
sinp ^  00 o Then£
j ?  w
?W!vi,
/■ J? ^  C/xs 2 >7 *' 
1
/r\ y  1 { s' cu.
v )
>y) W  -f T
COS r? C
y\ — 'yyi (5.3.20)
so that (5.3.19) behaves, as sin £ }  00, asymptotically:- 
^  ^  " ^ r ) +  1~ (  L *  ^ % )
i i ■ -----1 ^  ■ m .j. 1 ^  ■■ • '■*■ ■ - ■■'■*" i
{ /<f i
r  K/ x  » , /
C o * y ,  C  
'L , >» -
A /
/ 2 (5.3.2D
*) ^ ' f 'in
and forms (3*3*10)
, yr>f;)  +
v  (% uu.\ I k )  = constant, £ &S f  (? &  
n  >> * v y - m
<X3 V
So setting / > €  7 ^ , / t M -  Z  ^  X ' C  ( S j ~ , * s )
' ^ _ '’- “’/ K  >7-», ‘ y
the result (5*3.21) becomes
jL - /-J "
(m  - Hi) * ( r) -j- -£ )  [ T ^  “2 )J
toiA s t a s - j f r  j t > e ™ ' + ( I ,  i c x )
* yr\ ~ yUj /
(5.3*22)
(5.3.23)
5.4 Integral relations for 
non periodic solutions
We now obtain some new integral relations for the non
periodic solutions of the equation (1.3*3) and the modified equation.
If we choose the nucleus
/</ S £  uiA.
&  CCTj £ cos Ig
the function C 6 ^ ( yl ..A^and the path C a s | ^ ;'-ooj, the condition (5*1.2)
&is satisfied* Then
i T / M  -  J l ^  ><jr liu.} ‘ y
2 J  e  COTJ. i o s ^ '  /
j a Jx * C
»  ■ V
(5.4.1)
satisfies the equation (1.3»5) with the same a and as for c' £r -y) '  *
L t& /.✓
i.e. + Vj. ' ^5.4.2)
satisfies the Associated Mathieu equation (1o3-»3)«> For convenience
we make the change £ —  ^ “ A   ^ ^ -j* ~ ^  / then *2 *-> t >/ so t^ iat
2-
( 3 becomes
U ( i - f  ) r  / i a [ V f ^  ^  .
O
i - o  “ (5.4.3)
This integral converges uniformly with respect to _£ , provided ReCss^S
To identify this solution U we use tie formula
J  e - 1 ch (&»*<? v  •
(7f f  c v y j ' )  K t_,^ ( k f  tosf, i )  (5.4.4)
and obtain —
( t < f  & r s $ )  Z  ^  ( k {  Ok $ )
D
/ . V y‘ 00
U ( i )  rr /ij. £ < * * l )  Z  A *  /(j ( k { s ^ > )
(5*^*5)
which is the same as,(3*1*8) and is a non periodic solution*
± j ( fM z ) y
If we take the nucleus with the Bessel functions nr- /y"
y  5
first solution C C * ( ? t  j < })  and the path/~~~ ^  —  ) we get
__ %. X  * ,
w 4-
i; p )  ~ / * > , z  j  H 1-  * ' { ! & { '  t u y ' T f
J  ( cos -k ^
' o^'i u i y ' c e . ^  ( f i \ k  x)°i^
^ 3 , 0 ) - ^  3  J  V V  |  ^  ( a > s X i  +  c > i *- yi ' ) ' L }
' (5.4.6)
A       1 "'“ r •' ■ 1 " r ' 1 .
< Z J H-Crj 2.y jt ^  * (5.4.7)
But the integrand in each integral has singularities on the path of 
integration if ^ is real* To avoid this difficulty we replace £ by c- 
giving;
il
(‘S) = / ^ „  j % ^ £ £ ( c „ u i 4
—  /  ^ * 7  " ’
*^ x / > v xX. i y
X.(c«A;?!-f-doy .?»';■*.(
V *5. }
cos*?' / » e J’ , V  / r M  p / ^  '
A '
lA(':£) =/<3 j y^Tz; (c^  2^ t ^ Z y )3, I
^  /  "  "«'*<■■*■ i- -Y -n  1^ 1  u ix r - .- t iB - ^ ^ n ^ n J - ' - ^ .-r ^  „ 1 X .  L — _  ~ J i t it t o t -.- nw -Jirr- . J » . m n r    .n .i, , ^  ^
\  A ?  ( -f
(5o^ o8)
(5.M)
which satisfy the modified Associated Mathieu equation (1.*f.6). To 
identify these, we notice that for | > oo, they behave asymptotically as
(s .'k i o )
But the solutions given by (2.1.8) and the corresponding series with- 
Hankel functions (which have been shown to be nonperiodic) also behave
asymptotically as (5^4.11) and (5*4-* 10) respectively. The integrals 
(5*^*8) and (5*^*9) thus represent non periodic solutions of the 
equation (1*^.6). These integrals immediately reduce to the non­
periodic Mathieu functions Fey etc* by putting ^  = 0.
Z *v
5*5 Applications
Campbell has applied the integrals (5*3*6) and (5*3*15) to 
obtain asymptotic expansions o t p Q *  (<$ for £ — * oo, and
^ 5u y f
as a series of Bessel function products* However we can
277'
also employ the integrals (5*^*8) and (5*^*9) to obtain new expressions
for the non periodic solutions as series of Bessel function products. 
Asymptotic expansion of <2.^  J ^ *oo.
For large real £ , sin/i |/-vS- . Then setting
h i  _ v- ^
i  i  6
the integral (5*3*6) behaves asymptotically as
A
V/* /<x ) ^  ^  /('>f \ " J  C c > s  (  X . C c r S > * ( ^ iut 6( '
(5.5.2)
Changing the variable of integration by putting
cos x = i - i, >(
and using /—  - —  ^ t V ~2
1 x  x .. t  0 )— ;rrx * X /
k.
V + f  * ^  y
the result (5*5*2 ) becomes
\ k / v -
/i» * V ^  K  K J f j x J C6s X | tet t ^  +-
t u l *  ( W S u U t I * ' ^  M  1 (5*5 *3)
''d J
Now applying the formulae
( 30 i z ~ '  a f t  dbt- =  r/z.; 6 « 2 7  o 6  & Z  < /
a ^
J £- /
o ^
the result (5>5*3 ) becomes (after replacing x  by y  € )
»«,>, <i) r i m )  i'*4* ■
S H  i f p l  - j  i" %  )■ ( 5 , 5 * 5 )
But as £ - v  oO
- ■*- V  -
“ ( t i } k x)  =• f  y /c'j, /<-*>)
% vi J m
\ s
so that from (5*5*5 ) on© gets
We remark that this is not only finite , hut also tends 
to zero for .^^>^ and as . the left hand side is an even 
function, the result is still true when .
Similarly (5*3*7) gives
—  (5.5*7)
'2. 51 < -y /
(5*5*8) 
For ? =  0, (5*5'f) or (5.5*6) and (5*5*7) or (5*5.8)
become asymptotic approximations of the modified 
Mathieu functions, viz:-
7/
Bessel function products,
Campbell has employed the result (5*3* i'?) to
obtain (fc,k2 ) in a series of Bessel function
1
products.
Using Sonine’s formula
i
T x  a+ i * y  x  u , /  -, <30 .
—   ■;
( x ’ » 3  *•-Z x j i m j ,-) *  ^  5 = 0
■ * « ( » / d r  J / i  . _ (5-5',0)
Valid for all values ofk, e x c e p t  v = 0,-1, 
-2,... which by means of 
t i  -
x
■ > -  ^  u x  (5*5*11)
*  = H *  A > $  -
becomes
i / ■i-
^  E 7% ( c<v^  +£*s 2%') xj/c ^  t
* C ( « O i ^ / J  (5*5*12)
the result (5*3*1^) resumes the form
■ •*>„ (9e  ° V  U | ’'cj7 w ? 7/ ^ : . ^ 5^ . 13)
72-
In evaluating the integral complication occurs 
because of the function C *  (cps Z n  )» However:we *anB — M
overcome it by expressing it in terras of CjJs (sin-^ )
i.e. in the form
CsV (o°s 2{  ) = Ts 02; (sin>f ) + C2s.2 ( ^ ^
+ ... + Tq (5* 5*19)
= 2 <¥<, ^  *■s ? ' +  t o s ( i . i - Ji ) f i
— ' + (2% ± i  flf. g  ^ cos 2 ^  s odd\ _
+ i * s even
w
=  Z(~0 &>s f- Z t 1) < T  V  oC
•* '*• ' ^ ' is-t
+‘ I , J  ,?;?V  V'/ x\ rk ^  + x v  t s
s ' *  . ' 1 !. iS-2 ' i s - i s - t
^  ■  /
Then comparing the coefficients we evaluate Tg 
T = S^+1
(v+s) (5*5*15)
s
T s
T <X 2 + T„ . ®<' o o + •• • T0 ~ ^ s /  (5*5*17)s s s - 1  s - 2  o
Whence we can calculate T as soon as T . T ,, ... T.o s7 s-17 1
are known. For = r, r + 1 ,  r + 2 ,  ...
- -v t *
C "  ( t v z y O - . T ^ c *  +  T °Jl * i  1 ifl 1 A  J?4 (c.c
^ v w  X ^
y /,'..# I , -r 1 f ^ tv, V I  .
5*5-18)
etc#
in which it should be noted that ^ *^r+  ^ ^ T^+2*"<
Now employing the relation
jY c-w ^ c ^ ?' Ji‘
’ /z
= 0 r ^ y\
1 - 3 $ (5*5*19)
i j*  p ( m - w )
(s*)!
and (5*5*18), the integral (5*5*13) becomes
tez J t  k x) = r ± i l r^ ^ z ’J c r ( i ± +** J .
* s o  w /  r p / f W j 1  *
■ z 4  7; s 7 ; , s ^ y
P f s  £+%£>) v ^  _  c
. ■ 4 ' *  4 * » M >  •
y / i - v / y ^  /a 7^\ (5*5*20)
* J  i J + <  )
The convergence of this series is open to question.
(5*5*13) for the spheroidal wave functions deriving 
them from an expansion of the general spherical wave 
in series of spherical wave functions. His results 
are not only not new, hut also he has not evaluated the 
integrals involved and moreover he has also not proved 
the convergence.
Flammer has obtained results in the form of
5*6 Comparison of equations and relations of the Associated functions 
with result in spheroidal wave function theory
(i) Substituting the relations like
—  ' _ VVi
jbev to*sto^jt (i-i)
h - m v * *
K i  ~  ^ ^ z  t e + z j  ? z ~  S
(5.6.1)
The results (5.3*5) and (5*3.6) become 
- Yh X. / / ' L ^
^  ( * > * )  =  *  ('' ■-:zv) /  r*sfrr *  ) ( / - ■ * ' ) *  ~Ps * ( t.'; f ) * '
~4
(5.6.2)
(n-m being an even integer)
and
yy> - ^
*  (5.6.3)
(n-m being an odd integer)
These equations are known for the spheroidal wavejf functions pjf ® (z,% ) 
However it seems that they have not used to obtain asymptotic 
approximations for PS^ ( <-$«-*•j- ) for ^  large, in cases where n - m is 
an integer. We have therefore a useful method for this purpose.
(ii) If in addition to (5.6.1), we write
7C
t
X *
a 3L
r (€<?£ Z £+
p  ^  r 4 ^ 3L «* y
'v' L (M^r+ Cof2%'Ji*/(kl ittS} C&YJ** (5.6.%)
then the result (5*3* T&) becomes
*>.'? v r c  i v
~t
(5-6.5)
(n-m even)
But , f / j „ ti , ji
( z ; Y )  " M  / > J - W .  ^  ».
Then (5*6.5) gives
5W /z'y)r W t J / V ' "  ^ r ( A i ' - //* -
n I ' '  i f M 4 j  /
■ f m r zz- 1 **/z' r'J«/x/
*  L ( ^ z ' ‘ , j i j  *  (  J '  <5-6.6)
Now this result can be deduced from Meixner’s result
r O ? ( * ( r * ? ' « -  n w j '
■r/Ji^-r ,)K(^
*  w ? + j - + < - » ? ■ * ? - ; > /  s.s.7)
by putting = o. I ^
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For X  = o, we can obtain >5^ ®esse-*- function
product series from (5*6„7) as in Section 5*5*
(iii) By putting = z, Kf = iV , Y = /4 + i i the results (5*5*5) an<^
(5*5*7) become
2.
^ ef7 ‘t(7E^ r X ) /v/ ( & )  A  ( i l
L * s { V ' f ' Z }
7 - >  w  (5.6.8)
and
/M</-4r t  *L X ^ * ^  t M + X
* <*>'*') ^  ( T ^ }  *  A * ^  ( \  ) ' T W  .
* ~ ( y *  -  z ; (5.6.9)
2 ^ +/ ' % 2. /
or *2- 0®
W . % v V  -  V 4 h Z ^ V  > ' ( * " ) ■
4| £ ^  Y Z ~ J^ L } { t f ' b l  g l /u * )
7 ik 2- 4— k
, , v /<•*•/ , (5.6.10)
A/’r(rJ
* ^ 7  s “ ~  ( V z - s £ f  -  
Y t  ^  *
(5.6.11)
(n-m odd)
7t
i
Campbell has not found \  and /wlcan be found by putting 
^ = o in (5«3°6) which gives
* K  ? ( > » * - ! ) (5‘6-12)
where h .  (o )s Z  ^
Now in addition to ^ large, we suppose that V is also large«
Then first we write (5*5*5) as
7 »*( V  / J he ( o )  i t  U l
( * ^ r n x  a: r ( 3 ^ t j  ' * * % i
•* i -  fi
for ^
Then using the Stirling formula e£ p (v), this becomes
( v j - t
> ;. ( K( s ~ t l -  > f  + Z j
^  £ e  _  p
V
(5.6-13)
Whence by means of the transformation ( 2 . Z *  I ), we o b t a i n  a new 
asymptotic expansion of the spheroidal wave function P s ~ ( ;  s L A t )
n ' —  z *  ' 1 < in '3-
/.( + J.
< *<, % ( m . f •£ I* + 1
;  ^  I v s ’t ^ M  +  e s ;  ) A j+ fy*t)^
p
- yU oo 
 ^ -> oo
Now in /T67 is given the asymptotic approximation of
art
* + £ < 5  c u ^  ( i * ) ^  ^ o
which we may write as ,
/- 5
5  ^/? y)^ _£ coi (rz - )
V 1 3*
whence
and
(5.6.1%)
(5.6.15)
y , / | ^
“*»> /’Z'V A"/ ( _  ^ C:o5 ( i T - 'S t J  - i. ) e-,K-~)
y \ 'V ■ ~ ' L  3 1* * - ' T ' - T  )
X> t .) ' YZ
(5.6.16)
(5.6.17)
(3.6.18)
These are the same as (5.6.10) and (5.6.11)
3HAPTER VI
6.1 Asymptotic expansions for k and v larre of the same order
In Z"9_7 Campbell has obtained asymptotic expansions for 
the solutions of the equation (1.3*5) where k and ¥ are large of the 
same order. He has employed the W.K.B. method for this purpose, with 
the condition that the solutions are to be periodic of period 
In Abramowitz has considered the equation
-  % (W, + /)zd* + { 6- - I Z ? ' )  2  - O
V  j l z *- (  d x  ' (6.1.1)
to indicate briefly how to obtain an asymptotic expansion for m and c
large of the same order, but has not actually obtained it. Apparently 
Campbell was unaware of Abramowitz^ work.
Campbellfs method is as follows
By changing o into e - 3- , the equation (163*5) becomes
4-5 + [a. +  v  +  IzjkJ -v- k c.<n oj U ' O  (6.1.2)
d,&x S U V
We now assume a solution in the form
t. \ .. . £ ( & )  ~"1
.3)
V
where 4 z  I
0 r  <
K* = ^  t ^  +
T v x*
Si
The constants ^ p f t Y^''-are supposed given, and A,B,C,D,E .... are 
to be found from the condition of periodicity of the solution* He 
obtains as a first approximation
,J( Q )  - ± | t u t |-| • 1
, -, , {%  -  & ^>>e )  *
) \ o & e  (6 >
where £ ~  Hr /
f t  -  - 4 —  , ' '-■ 7 * 0  . A (-'jfi,)
V* - 1
(6*1*6)
If p lies in the interval (-rl,o), r is changed into - ir in (6*1*5)
obtaining another pair of solutions.
P P
We can also take A = - (p - 1) , ®( =* p and similarly other asymptotic 
solutions*
If o is replaced by ©<f- -§■ in (6*1*5) we get solutions of the equations
0»3*5) i.e., ■ _ .
l ( * - x )
? ( ^ r ±  j « > 9 |  x £  1
/ u .  - 1 s ’u .  0  f "
T X T t s £ » T N e  (6*1*7)
nThese become solutions of the modified Associated equation by changing 
0 into -*i® (via Sec 1«3); which for © oo reduce to
r i ( > " t) 
u(-i &) ± e. 1 e ”
(6.1.8)
Using the transformations in Section 1*3» the spheroidal wave
equation has solutions * , . \ . ^ ' / - -*• * ~
o - J U L i p S u + h a  f  A <■/* - &
(V, €
6>) /v e
(6.1.8)
£} <*> )
(6.1.9)
C s U t i e ,  % V
so that (via 5 . 5 . 1 1 ) we get , 3l
2 A .  / - A  -  «  ) ' < / *
( i v j/
( i  S  u^.^0 J  —  SOot-rfa 3)
(6.1.10)
where $ + of1
V
^U. ^  with the relation between^ and^uc given by
......
6.2 Asymptotic expansion by Abramowitz
Abramowitz has considered the equation (6.1.1) which reduces
p —- 2
to the equation (1.3*2) by replacing m, h, and c by 9/ -  -J, a and -k .
By means of the transformations
X = J _ a = if
’ ■Ptt
~~~~~ - cl - k = S'fftLu'ti (6-2*1)
[ ( * ♦ . ) *  K y
the equation (1.3*2) becomes
( f" ) i t  -  4 £  i- f
K H'- ^  M9V 3s L
\
-,) j f(5) -o U J _ - r s ‘'  M - C / s l  =  .  <6-2‘2)
To solve it, he assumes, in effect, a perturbation solution according to 
powers of 4- which is small when y is large.
H $ )  -  4 +  + ^ ^ ( 5 )  + .....  (6.2.3)
7 — l*~ t d  {, - f  i* A- • ' ■ "  (6.2.4)
/ fa v  j I
*1%
substituting these in (6.2.2), he gives the first two equations. However 
the other equations can be immediately obtained by equating to zero the 
coefficients of the successive powers of d; namely:-
+ ( 6 ° ' %) ~  ° (6.2.5)
*■, + ( fro -  T f ) U 4 )' ^  ° ^ t r  i % f '  j : % %^ a
C  + ^.- $ K t * )  - f-V,"" f V f  - J l  M
Vf2 /&£* 32-^V X 5 l t f J 4
+  f  f5 .) - C (6.2.7)
C+<f-- vK '£*♦-'■
(6.2.8)
The functions 1 ( s), X(s), ..... can be found successively, but calcu-
*& J i
lation becomes progressively tedious.
The equation (6.2,5) is WeberTs equation and it is well known that it has 
a solution which is finite for all values of s only if 5^,- i  + i f  i  
being a positive integer. Then we have Jl(s) = \  ( s)
Now we know that IX(z) has exactly n real zeros for 0,1,2, and
in Chapter VII, we shall see that the Associated Mathieu function 
f9 * ,  (fyfo /has also n real zeros,
Abramowitz has not found f«j(s), f^(s) ..... We find f^(s) as
under
We employ the relations
2 ~-
(& + -J) - J D| = o (6.2.9)
Dj: — 1  ^ (6.2.10)
SD| = D^+1 + t D^_1 (6.2.11)
S ^ +2 + (2l+1) '^t + i (4-1) _ 2 (6.2.12)
s3Dt= di+3+3(1+i)Dj+1+342d4i_1+4(|-i)(4-2)D£_3 (6.2.13)
= (4t+6) Dif2 + (6^ 2+64+5) D£ + 24 (4-1) C2t-1) D^ _2
+ 1(1-1) (4-2) (1-3) Dj_4 (6.2.1%)
+  ( 2 i  + ! t  ~ l } \  -  *i '4f+ i  -
(6.2.15)
V
~ ^ (6.2.
Then the equation (6.2.6) to determine f,(s) becomes
16)
C/L
H'-'i - - i,7tS  ' « « i ‘ '
•[ s<(%-Oj>f-») + « f  ((- “ 6 4 < p  2>,.*  +
r ,  i e l  + ’2 f ' '  + ’ f + j  -  -  -  F ^ d
* V  - 3i?2i - 4*j*J ^  - i- (i -/> (L' l ) (t-3> [ ^  V
w * ' ; ] *  = •
Now the solution of (6.2.17) can be found in the form
fi (s) = ax-% Dx-% + ai-2 di-2
+ * t +2 * Dt+2 + aX + % D! + % (6.2.18)
Substituting (6,2.18) into (6.2.17) and equating to zero the 
coefficients of ^ ^|+2 ^ ves ^our equati°ns whence we obtain
, ( i - i ) U -  y - ) 4 ( - j )  I  , L i % 4  L 0 ^ ~  ¥■>■ 0 ]
51191 u
-  - 1 r * + * - 2 v  + v  ^
5*2.^ ~
$7
Chapter VII
7*1 The confluence of the Associated Mathieu function* 
Campbell considers the Associated Mathieu equation 
in the normal form
d t %- L  *  J (7-1*1)
with the boundary conditions for an even periodic 
solution
^<°) = 1f / ( ± | )  = ^ ( o )  = o (7-1.1a)
The equation (7*1*1) can be brought to the form
(1*3*5) "by setting $  , A + ik2f2 = a + k2,
%
and f = 1 *
Campbell’s procedure is to take Q  small, kf large 
so that kf#2 = 0(1). Then (9*1*1) approximates to
0 1 i7-2^ ,2 r—'2 __ - . *2*
. afa + f A j j * ± 2 L  + v L t s a  - - f  j * .  o (7.1.2 )
L 2kf V
Inhere X  = (2kf)29. He then remarks that if
2 2
A + _j-k f + y 2; =s 2vl + 2w* + 1, (7*1*2a)
2kf
then (7*1*2) has the solution
yn
/*_ ,
'y \ 2- y (7* 1 • 2b)
V » H  I y M /afX \y = e. x-  ^Z. ( )
w>
VYhere L } is the Lagguerre function > and
from this he concludes that a solution of (7*1*1 ) 
approximates to a function of the form (7*1*2b) asg-7vo, 
kf-^ 00 . But as in the case of ordinary Mathieu 
functions [ X I  there are subtle points to settle before 
one can make such an approximation and we do this below* 
For convenience we replace kf by k and put 
$ = when the equation (7*1*1 ) becomes (without
v/2k
any approximation) -
^  ^  3J< i (7*1*3)
with the boundary conditions
y-Co) = 1, ' V ^  ) " ^  ^  = 0  (7*1*3a)
V o  2
We know that jb£?(cos$,k ) -— ^ (cos®) as k-*«r,
57 >1 ' ,
and that C  (cos^) has jd. cr n ~l zeros in ■ f £  )
n 2 " 2 A
according as n is even or odd# Moreover the function
h P ?  h i  ^Jls an analytic function of §  and k2 for all
* ^ 2 2
finite t #and real k . If 0 and k are both real, then
k2 ) is also real. Now this function can have
f n 1
only simple zeros# For like Mathieu function jHjQ ^
% = c< is a double zero, then
so that —
J | k * p  = 2 (e~*)'i{v) + (e-tfyfo
= 0 at 0  = o€
i.e.
k2 ) K l c 2 ) = (*,k2 ) = 0
i.e. the function y^€^(^>k2 ) is a null function
which is wrong. Hence this function can have only-
simple zeros.
Now we prove that & &  (^,k^) has J1_ or J1~J_
* 2 2
simple zeros in ^o, 5  | on the lines of Theorem *10
for Mathieu functions H -
2 2 2 Let k he fixed, say k = kQ, and let this function
t p 2
have N zeros in (o,*J. As k varies from kQ, if a
new zero appears, it will he at an end-point or at
an interior point. But />ev(o, 0, and he*/A-{h
/ /!  * /
£ 0 and there cannot he double zeros as shown above.
Hence no additional zero appears at an end point.
2Since the function is continuous in 8 and k , two 
complex zeros £c+ ib can give rise to a new zero at
an interior point; and as these zeros are themselves
2 2 continuous in k , there will be again a value of k
for which a double zero appears and this is not possible.
Thus the number of zeros in /o, ) does not increase
Vp
for real variation in k . Similarly it can be shown
2that it does not decrease. In particular if k = o,
9 c
this function reduces to and hence has ^ or
n ~  2 "
^7* zeros in ) .
2  L ' ^
As in 0 6  3 page 134 for Mathieu functions, the
1 2 2 — '
quantity A + gk f + i?2 -ten<^ s a finite limit, say A. ?;hen
2k
wh-en k-><*!> , otherwise Y (**•) will have arbitrarily many 
zero by Sturm fs theorem* Moreover this quantity must 
also be positive for all k, otherwise the coefficient 
of in (7* i *3) - denote at by X - would for sufficient 
large k be always negative for k. real on which the 
boundary conditions (3*1*3a) would not be satisfied [2j»
Let I; be the interval t x ^ A and 1^ the 
1 *
sub interval of 1^  in which X/o. Then in the part
of Ij outside I2 X is negative so that in this portion
of 1^ there can be at most one zero of ^  (x) or one
zero of ^  ( x ) *  Asfc+^f ^ ie point = *^/k lies outside
y 2
k  ) = 0 .  Thus all the zeros of 
2
VC*) in 1^  and those of ^  (*-) except that at x. = A^k“
lie in the interval Now we prove that the
absolute maximum of 7 (*) in 1^  is reached in
The only extremum of !/(*) in the part of 1^, outside
12 occurs at < = XjtL ; let ) t"3 a maximum.
I g ,  a n d  a l s o  ^  Y * /
//
Then outside and i/ have the negative sign. But
^ (o) = 1. Hence J\. Jean only he a local maximum.
Next we prove that the interval 1^ is hounded when 
k — as follows
i
In In we have hy definitioncL ' .
(A +  *0-y)  .  k  ) >  (A
vJtc
or for K , ( ? > / )  { ^ ~ 0,1 give Mathieu functions)
Then (7#1*h) heoomes
f z k
But >  jl3t / > . )
^/< \ ,i< /
and in 1  ^ and I2, 0 TwV •
v 2- / *r 2^
^  J
Now sinceX(k) is hounded for k->cstf , I2 is also
hounded. Thus we have advantage that while 1^ becomes 
infinite in the limit, the interval 1^ remains
hounded.
Having established these points, we notice that
y£y
the equation (7*1 *3 X k b e c o m e s%
d y * ~  L  (7 #1 *5 )
Where m = V -i
The only solution of (7*^*3) which satisfies the 
properties (i)^/(o) = 1, ^(°) ^  ^> (ii)^ (x ) is hounded
f2~
at infinity and (iii) has ^  or ^-1 zeros in o*<x<o&'is
2 2
i
-  e  ■ *  L „  Ja. ' (7*1*6 )
if /^  = 5. >t^+ m + 1, so that we obtain
. » . -TU-i) £  ~ t <$ y x  m-h^
r€,. (tnSjk2-) ^  on^to^J. e ^  <? e #
(7*1*7 )* . , i-2-r a- - v yi ( ' w  1 '
and A  + J5 * f  t v ^  ^ ( a ^ v r , * ! ;  + 0 (/)
In are £^ven equivalent results for the
*U-
spheroidal wave equation for V •*>-$ which corresponds to
O
k oC* , However (7*1*7) has an advantage over the 
results in j| we can get Immediately the
analogous results for the Mathieu functions of integral 
order "by putting V  = o
CHAPTER VIII
finite Solution
The apparent absence of a finite solution in the theory of 
the spheroidal wave equation suggested the investigation/Campbell's "finite 
solution" of the Associated Mathieu equation [ i j *  We show below that 
this solution is erroneous, because his function L(N,Z) is not defined for 
n negative integers for which he claims to have obtained it. Moreover the 
function G^(z) or L (N,Z) does not satisfy the recurrence relation of the 
standard Gejlgenbauer function unless multiplied by an appropriate constant.
y
In Section 8.1, we discuss the relevant property of the function C^(z); in
y
8.2 we take up the function G (z), obtaining a recurrence relation and the
w
connection with C (z), and in 8.3 we examine his finite solution, h 7
8.1 The Gegenbauer function C^ (z).
The Gegenbauer equation
(1-z2) d2w \ ,
^ 2  - « dw + U (fl+2p)w = 0 (8.1.1)
az
has a solution Cn (z) of the first kind 
~(z) = F (Ti+.a.y - n; -J; ■?»■■—S ) (8.1.2)
r (r»4f) r ( i v )
valid under the conditions
| * - z | < 2 ? j Q* (i * £ j | < ft , V\ - I. - t > * '
^ r > +'  ^  f £ > , - "  ’ *
If 5 is a negative integer and n a positive one with , the
/ yj ^  *l } y
function (8.1.2) is also valid on cancelling I * y  p ^ v )
When Y) > * 0 v = - m (m = 0,1,2,...), the function C>H! (z) 
may still be defined as the limit of (8.1.2) as^»ra. In this case
Uyyt Sj&J&L
r (v; - 3* 5 Li_?) ——--- **= 2 -~L----   -vrj^ ^ i  x  ) _ , - y ^ ^
! ‘ (n •* *)
p ( y > ~ Z ™ ) r ( s ™  + \ ) n
= 2 ---— ^— ---- .---------- F (n-2m, - n; - m + ■£; — r—  ) (8.1.3)
/''(**/!
We observe that the equation (8.1.1) is unchanged if n is replaced 
by - n - 2v . In this case the solution (8.1.2)
p  , r ( - » )  . - ,  s - 7~
C (z) = -----— — — ' . F (h+a>»-« . W j  » -r- ) (811.if)
-M-/r r ( ~ * - i ? + t ) r ( » v )  > '  x
( Z - | | V i ,  j f t ' J . - J - ' A
whence we obtain
Sin (if+ )* C (z) = - Sh *.** C —  (z) (8.1.3)
(n non-integral)
The solution (8.1.*f) is valid if any one of the following conditions holds;
(i)/Veither n and v is an integer,
(ii) n =-1, - 2, .... and v not an integer,
(iii) n = 0,1,2, ..... a n d % ~  m (m = 0,1,2, ....) such that 2m+1 > - n
V
Now we mention a few properties of the function C (z)
(1) The recurrence relation (3*i,/^) is valid under the restrictions
v
associated with (z) above;
where |z./> j , ^  (*’+v)> - -J and the z-plane is cut along the real axis from
-1 to +1. The second terra vanishes whenyv is an integer,,
(3) CTi (z) is an analytic function of n in the neighbourhood of any point at 
which the function is finite, when*" and z are fixed. This can be proved
as for the function P^*(z) 3 z j .
_  ~  9
(k ) If ) H V  = N, (N = m 0,1,2, .... ) with integers > y  o and n> o, Cn (z)
is defined only when N 7/V  , (This is the property which Campbell seems
to have missed and which led to his error, in obtaining a finite solution
of the Associated equation).
For completion we note the following consequences of the definition:
(a) if n N — 0,1,2, »«■. , y  — —m, m — 0,1,2, ...
then N^m.
(b) if N>o, n^>o and v = -k (k = 0, .... ..),
then n > k.
(c) if N>o, n <o, and v' y o, then
n  >  1 -  2 v .
v
3«2 The function (z)
Campbell denotes the Gegenbauer function of the first kind by
G (z) given by the contour integral r ^ ^  jj-. 1-
r.y . t % ^ )  i t
\ \ z ) ~  l z ~ ' J ~--- —  M
i i j r / ^  - z V 1 *^
t - L a vie ^   ^  ' k
X  V
This integral satisfies the Gegenbauer equation (8.1,1) for all values of n 
andy if we choose the contour C as in the figure (a), i.e. a positive 
loop A<p>A around t = z, a positive loop A Yd A around t = 1, a negative 
loop A$tA around t = z, and a negative loop A&TA round t = 1. For in this 
case the integrand resumes its original value at the end of the path. If 
y  rE (mod 1) only the positive loops around t a z, and t = 1 are required 
to have the integrand unchanged at the end of the path. But (z) is
■v
not the same as C (z) of (8.1.2) unless multiplied by a constant as we shally\
V
see below. Campbell, however, seems to have C (z) in mind.
In order to make (8.2.1) precise we make the following assumptions:- 
' ^ ^ V*1
To make (ifc) * precise, we introduce a cut in the t-plane
from -*asto -1 and give &^(t + 1), (t - 1) their principal values, then
take £a^Cc:+ 1) ^ = (n + v -  ■J) (t 1). Finally we take <x^ g(t - z)
,  ~  0<-
= - y  at A where o \ f < ! [2.A ; and introduce or' cut in the z-plane from - % to -1
along the real axis, and j (& Hh 1) j < ^
Now we express the integral (8.2.1) as a hypergeometric series
in the cases when (i)'rv is a positive integer,V^ -J (mod 1) and (ii) n andv
are general; in each case we restrict z to the interior of the circle
In the first case we fix the contour as in Figure 1 (b). We take
a circle C (1-t ](2 -S where h is such that |1 - zj<2 (1 - 8 ) so that C
u
contains the points t = 1, and t = z. Then by Cauchy's integral formula
cj7
/V*- il "*■ , if, I* , ,
C ^ f ’ (t^') XM .
J C' 7 7 ” .-
(*x- ')
Yi* J z ^
(8.2.2)
2 n +V - -J
Now we expand (z - 1) as Taylor Series about z = 1, namely
O ^  p  v  ? > (a - o *
(z - 1) = 2-p r; ( * - D  Z. 7 T - 7 7 7
4 i # A 4.' (P-*)*
where i'^ = n +v- -J with radius of convergence 2.
Differentiating n times and using (8.2.2) we obtain
(t-l)*" ,< 7i/ / / ~ n  00 fP+'t)') ^____ -  di Z 2 Ai '  • ( z ' 7  r  ^
/> ( - f c - z ) " * '  ~ ' " T  7  »  X V ( p . t ) . 1
I
*•' r / ^ + i j
Hence fS (z) = —— —   (1 +2) 2 F (- n -V + §, n + v* +
>! *! r(>~+-t) - , 1 _ z
v r * + h  ^-5-* )
c - a - b
But F (a,b; c; x) = (1 - x) F(c-a, c-b; c; x) (8.2.3)
whence finally we obtain
r^f \ f^n +i;+ ■?>•) „ f * - 7; -i 1 - Z \ iv
^(z) = •p(n '+ 1) j-,? ( ;7+ 1} F (n +,pr, - n; * + -J; — j —  ) (8.2.if)
For general values of n and V , we define £1 (z) as
r-.
. Tit P  2 i y t ' ' ' 2 P
U (a) = I e (z -D 5 " \ (t2-1)! ,fi ,
)v 2 Sin (f>- j (t - a) n + 1 4t (8*2‘5'
A
2 2with the same restrictions on (z -1), (t -1), (t-z) as laid dowh before.
To evaluate (8.2.5)
let t - 1 ss. (z - 1) u so that (8.2.5) becomes
«. -  ^ » 0+ , 1-, 0—
C (z) ss 2Pi + *^ (z + z - 1 x TTP/. n-u-*l
iA------- ?T7"'p"b---- \ (1 + — =— u) ITU-u) du
^  P7t ~ V  2 (8.2.6)
1where A is the point between 0 and 1 in the U-plane, corresponding to A. For 
^z-l}<2, expanding the first factor of the integrand of (8.2.6) into a uniformly 
convergent series, we get
r *  , \ 0P. i(* 4 )  i — 0(1 ( -r* ) f F + * /
v  (z ) = i - i - 2 _________  (z + 1) i  - y 2.  4  U f l - ' O  ■d'-i.
(8.2.7)
Using the formula
(1+,0+,1-,0-__1 b — f
£(a,b) = u (1 - u) c l 14.
A 1
' i d ^  ^  S  u x  ex'a S & ~a ft(a) ft/& )
which holds for all values of a and b except integers, the result (8,2.7)
reduces to ,
* p+i ^  r ( > ‘^ + i )  ( z~ )
4 (*■)- " l  i T 1 SWyiA r £ ----------------- ,
; * tf# i-; r ( p - * . + O f ( ' ' + k * V  .
z I j x l  f ; I
r (n+!)  r ( i  + jr)
which after applying the formula (8,2.3) becomes 
r; hrJ . y „ j ,
r y ■ , ^ r f n  + v +  T J  , .. ,
h ( z t ~ — — — — — .— ~ F- / r \  + 2 js - >? ■ > ' + r ; ■—  y
r(»*o r(j t»)
(8.2.8)
This result is the same as (8,2.4). We can therefore take (8.2.4) defined 
for all values of n and ^  , except tfee negative integral values of n.
Combining (8.1.2) and (8.2.4) we obtain the relation between
'.p* A v
Q (z) and (z) as:-
n n
v
(.. (z) = ' J _____ •‘„ „ J ---------   C  ^  M  (8.2.9)
i n r ' a !  + f )
2J
Now we obtain a recurrence relation for the successive functions ^  (z). This
h
we accomplish by considering the relations
2 2Writing 1 - t - 1 for -t , t - z + z for t in these integrals we obtain 
the required relation
2 C i  c») ♦ <2n + 2? + D*
V
q  (z) = o (8.2,11)
h-*
vV /“
In (8.2,11) if we replace ^  (z) by U (z) using the relation (8.2.9), we get
H ft
„„ V v y
2(n + V ) z C (z) . = (n + 1) C (z) + |n + 2¥- 1) C (z)
W W  (8.2.12)
which is the same as { )  and in the one normally used in the literature.
There is inconsistency about Campbell’s work. Although he employs the
>
function (z), he does not use the relation (8.2.11), but uses (8.2.12)
r,
instead.
From (8.2.8) we notice that (z) is also defined only where 
N >, V if n +)^ = N (N = o,  .... ) with integers ^  ? o and n£, o.
/ o /
8*3 A finite solution
If n and >5”are arbitrary, the equation (S,KL) has a solution in the form
ao - y
w (z) = J. (k2) ° (z) (8.3.1)
- A  • n+fo
where a = (n+2r) (n +2Ji*+ 2^ ) for = o
and n + y is not an integer*
By Theorems I and II of Section 2.1, we can prove that the series (8*3*1)
converges for all finite z, The recurrence relation for the coefficients
^ _A  / is obtained as ( $ , / . *fc. The method fails if n + V is an
integer. For in this case we cannot express z C ^ as a iinear
, . +. ~ C2 . 0 (z), Cy s and C* 0 , .combination of n+£i. + 2 1 n n+)‘t“ 2 and so the recurrence
A Vrelation for cannot be obtained.
Campbell claims to have obtained a finite solution of tie Associated Mathieu 
equation ( «?» i  • I ) in the case where V is a positive integer and
n +> = N, N s o,1,2,,.... as follows
He regards C (Z) as a function of N, taking as fixed. We Jtwobo 
derive it by C(N,Z). Then the functions (8.1.2) and (8.1.*f) become
c(n,z) = c*C«> = U t iB J  , \ - j  j
ti-y  P l i i - * * ! )  K J ;
(8.3.2)
From the result (8ol»5) it follows that
C -  C(_-V, (8.3.*0
if N is an integer, vis fixed,, He introduces the function
L  ( N , Z )  - C  ( * , * ) - % ( • - * ! $  c ( ^ ) ~ £  < ( - " > * ) } (8.3.5)
~ j £ l  *'
and assumes a solution in the form
* (8.3.6)
(^.3
ZT ^  ^  A/ ( ^ 3» 2L )
A/r 4
Now Iy^Nvx) satisfies the Gegenbauer equation (8„lol) and the recurrence
relation (8o2.12)„ For differentiating (8„l.l) partially with respect to 
N, gives
** ' (8.3.7)
Since C 00 is/analytic function of both N and Z, the order of 
N - v . A
partial differentiation is immaterial, i«e« (8«3«7) may be written as
(j ' ^  - ^ t » )  2 §i A (8.3.8)
• i - 2 A / C ( ^ z ) r o
where D(N,Z) = |L C(N,Z)
*3 A/
/ < =  3
Similarly when N is changed into -N, we have
( i -  D  ( r * t - (•? >r+ 0 1 » f ®
'n
-f~ X N C  (- =  O
(8.3.9)
where D (N, Z) = 2  C (-N,Z)
5 N
Then subtracting (8*3*9) from (8*3*8) and using (8*3*^) yields
(»- *) t  y ( N , z )  - ( 2 »  + l)Z l  Y(V>r.) t (h \.v U) Y(n ,z) - o
(8*3* 10)
?j t ~ ' 7
where Y (N,Z) = D(N,Z) - D (N,Z)
This proves that L(N,Z) satisfies the differential equation (8*1.1).
By putting >l + = N, and then differentiating partially with respect
to N, the relation (8*2*12) gives
(N~ V + 1) ^  C(N+1, Z) + C(N+1,.Z) + (N + V - 1) .5. (C(N-1,Z) + C(N-1,Z)
’dhf
= 2NZ C(N,Z) + 2 Z C(N, Z)
7>N
or in our notation
( N - v + 1 )  D jfN + 1,Z) + (N + £ - 1) D (N-1,Z) - 2NZ D (N,Z)
= - C(N + l,z) - C(N - 1,Z) + 2ZC(N,Z) (8.3.H)
A
Similarly changing N into - N in (8*2.12), and then differentiating
partially with respect to N, we get in our notation
(N -*' + 1) ^(N + 1,Z) + (N +V -1) D . (N-1,Z) - 2 NZ D (N,Z)
= 2Z C(-N,Z) - C(-N + 1,Z) - C (-N-»; Z) (8*3.12)
By subtraction, (8*3*11) and (8*3*12) gives
(N - p + 1) y (N + 1,Z) + (N + y  - 1) / (N - 1,Z) = 2 NZ y (N,Z)
(8*3*13)
This proves that L (N,Z) also satisfies the recurrence relation (8,2,19) 
Now by the usual method, a recurrence relation for the coefficients 
of the series (8,3.6) is obtained as
In order to obtain the first recurrence relation, Campbell employs 
tke following artifice.
By putting r)+ u = N (8,2,12) and expanding the Gegenbauer
functions C (N+1,Z) , C(N,Z) and C(N-1,Z) in the neighbourhood of 
N=0, on e gets
t
t j js/  [  U - t ) K
o
(8,3.1*0 .
3 /y X V C / z) t ts,J(o/z.) +
(8,3.15)
/cS'
C (’,*-) +r('' t> (S'*) * t. c(o,-z.)
( » , * ■ ) - k ()'>■; 1 t> / o^ )  ■ j> ( * > * ) }2;
•=. z L (Op - 7 . )
'  L ( b 7-)
<TV Z l ^  ^ Z )
(8.3.16)
But from the recurrence relation (8.2.12) which L(N,Z) has been shown 
h>
Bu satisfy, we get
' ■ . 3 - i
Z L (1,Z) =---.--------- L (2,z) + *L (o,z)
2 *
so that (8.3.1#) becomes
Z2L ( o , z ) = — L (2,z )  + —  L(o,z)
A/ ^
(8.3.17)
Using this result and equating to zero the coefficient of L(o,z) whejbe^
_i3.il 6\.\.
the series (8.3.6) is substituting with the Associated Mathieu equation, 
we get
[  +  ■ §  u  = °
(8.3.18)
Now according to Campbell, if N = ,vor >’+ 1  0' being a positive 
integer), the coefficient of B^-2 = o as is evident from (8.3.1*0$ and 
if one chooses the parameter .a such that the coefficient of Bj^ = o, 
then all BN + 2 = BN + ^  -----------------= 0 and one ^  a finite
solution ~
y
W(z) = 21 BjjL (n,z) (8.3.19)
H i  0
/C&
But we recall (f.8o1) that the function C - fz) and hence the2. N-'yt \  1
function L(N,Z) are only defined when N and v are positive integers
with N y  * Hence this finite solution is not correct. We further
remark (6*8.2) that even if we use l* (z) instead of C (z), there
* Y*
can not exist a finite solution, for the former function is also not 
valid for N
Chapter IX
1 • Introduction.
The spheroidal wave equation (1*2«8) has two
regular singularities at z = + 1 with exponents + at
-  2
each and an irregular singtilarity at infinity. To 
obtain the equation for the characteristic exponents of 
this equation we consider below the behaviour of 
solutions near infinity [16].
For the present let P *yU-be arbitrary„ Let z^  be
an ordinary point of the equation (1°2*8 ) with 1 K / z ^/ k *0
Then this equation has a fundamental set of solutions 
W^(z) and W2 (z) satisfying the initial conditions
W1 (z., ) = W2*(Zl ) = 1
W 2 (z1 ) = W 1# (z1 ) = 0
So that the Wronskian ^(W^Wg) of these solutions is 
such that
, k ! i _
S ( W  = 1-Z2
Now a standard procedure [16] page 225 is applied 
to show that there is a solution W(z) expressible as a
Mlinear combination of (z^ ) and (z^) v/ith the 
multiplicative property
xi
W(z $ ) = W(z ) (9* 1 * 1 )
if and only i f  6" is a root of the equation 
P *> / Xo N 4 . 710 v?
<r - (z^  e ) - w2 (z^  e. )y- 1 = o
Setting <r = e . , this equation becomes
sinxv =^-jw2 (z1e ) - w 1(z1 e ); (9*1*2 )
A number V 9 satisfying this equation, is called 
a characteristic exponent of the spheroidal wave
4~ 1
equation. Since enter linearly into the
1
*7v ^
differential equation, it follows that (z^e ), 
it x L ,
'^ 2 nZjj £  / an(f ^erLce sin^v are entire functions of
Y * of order J jj6j|l*3* If ^  is a charac­
teristic exponent so will also be V + 2p and ^ - 1 +
2p, p being any integer. The above characteristic 
equation (1*9*2 ) is unchanged if we make a change 
V = V + 2 3 (j = o o o-1,0,1,2,.. )o Except Yfhen y is
7:1 v - Xt' ( V +  i ) ,* ,
half an odd integer, e / e so that there
exist two linearly independent solutions which have the 
multiplicative property (9*1*1 ). But if ^  = ■§• (mod 1 ),
/°f
TU'V - K l ( V + -J )
then e = e v J so that the existence is
known of only one solution with the property (9*1*1 )• 
Clearly in this case 
sinAV = + 1
Finally we mention the form that the solution 
W(z) takes. In view of (9*1*1 )» the spheroidal wave 
equation has at least one solution W(z) such that after 
one half negative circuit about infinity, this becomes
A
e W(z). But this is also the case with the function 
zw , so that z~V W(z) in addition to being analytic in 
1 < /z/<oc> is single valued also. Hence the solution 
W(z) can be expressed in the form
9 a
W(z) = z' X  1 </z/ < go
- oo
In the following we take up various relevant questions 
about the case v » i (mod 1 ) on which little has been 
done.
f/c
2* Solutions as Laurent series ( as given in [16] ).
The solution for general values of V , jul is con­
sidered "by MeiXner and Schafke P O -  We outline their 
results first as they are needed for the special case 
V 5 -i (mod 1 ).
The spheroidal wave equation (1*2«8) is known [16] 
to have two solutions in the form, valid in 1^/z/<&?
y U )  = (z2 - T** (9*2* 1 a )
' oO ^
U-iz) = (Z2-1 ) u ?  71 (9.2.1b)
<7 ^  -v-/, *l<
which are linearly independent when V ft -J- (mod 1 ). 
Moreover for convergence, the further conditions must 
he satisfied
lim supk/ | u £  I = lim supk/|<r \= 0
’ M *  « (9-2.2)
lim supk */1 u** \ = li® supkV(Li'M 1^ 1
vM v,*k\ J
and in regard to behaviour on a circuit about infinity. 
They are such that
K  (ze j - e  S
, riN -tifc+OvM . I (9.2*3)
7 h - t  )■=■ £  J (zj
j
///
As the equation (i«2*8 ) remains unchanged ify^ is 
replaced "by ? we have also the solutions
^ v ( z )  =  ( z  - 1  )  Z  i  ^ j / i k  ( 9 - 2 - Z f . a )
p '^/J 2 *  a ' *  ~ / k$ ( z )  =  ( z 2 - | )  z  4 - U ;  » *  ( 9 - 2 - i 7 b )
-P-)
Now it is necessary to give a number of properties
of the coefficients in particular certain re-
)
lations between the coefficients obtained by changing 
one or more of the indices k
(a) In jl 6~J Meixner and Schafke have taken
y h )  = (9-2-5)
so that from (9*2*1 a) and (9*2*l|a)
^  o O  _  M  2 / <  j_± y  A  « $ £
Z  Z  u y .  z = 0 - 7J  Z  ^  v; ^ Z  (9-2-6)
By expanding the term 0 - ^  and equating the co-
~7%
O V 4. W
efficients of z we see that
U >pA: z I  £ 0  u Cf sk + n  (9-2-7a)
Similarly
i k ^  1  . s t / / a \  . a
-  f -  (r{) \ - t j  (9-2.713)
i z O  '
//JL~
(b) The coefficients ^><>2k satisfy a three-term re­
currence relations
- o  l9-2-8)
where
M]^  (^  ) = (V — A-fj- 2k+1 ) (^ '—/!+ 2k+2 )
\  =A>- (y + 2k) (V + 2k+l) (9*2*9)
( > %  A + V ’-j
(o ) If v-* v +2j or lc-+ k+2j, j = • • *-1,0,1,2, • • •, then
the difference equation (9°2*8 ) is unchanged. So we may 
take
n M
~ (9*2*10)
consequently
(d) If v-* or if one puts
( ^ )  x w
^  ^  (9*2*12)
r ( v < ^ p u )  *
the difference equation (9*2*8) becomes in each case
(-y + jx + 2 k ) (-y+yk+ 2 k + l ) V ^  - (-y-1 + 2k)*
’tv+ik)}'*k " ^ ^ k-x = 0 (9*2*13)
Now it is shown that V*2k satisfying this relation 
must he a constant multiple of  ^ show this,
we must consider the possible types of solution of 
(9*2*8 ) on the lines of (l £ 1*8.
The equation (9*2*8) can he brought to the form 
(2*1*18) by introducing
*
M.k
u y-M I k
M  k-1
k+1 
k = 1,2,3,
= ^k h
Then
-K
,^sak&
Mu h i
°(k jy
^tf/ k
(9*a*ii+)
■Dki-2= {^+,2k+UH t/ + 2k+g)-/l-y. (V-/<+2;:+1 ) (*- A L+2k+2_)
d, ~ t'+2k7r^ +'2k+iT -r-wt^/*+"2k+T^
= 1 + 2  + 0  (j_„)
k k
Whence
D. = 0(k), Dk -+*> (k->+*»)
Also
Since , it satisfies the conditions of Theorem I of
Chapter II, So the equation (9*2*8) has three types of 
solutionso
m - cO
Type k-* 4- 06
• ^
I (the trivial solution) ^y,2k - 0 ^ ?2k ~ 0
i x  i
' ' W  >  = 1+0 (1 )
k2
i.n ,
K  2k *■ %
-L,k
M,k u  2*+;2
*i*> j.
h *,?/<! 1
t-k
11 *^ If, J? It
> >*■ U >3 2/C-2-
„ “ = 1+0(1 ) —   ~  = 1+0(1 )
k u* . . k2 U^, . . .  k2
$k
u C  , I -v / / 1 ' k l t L  - *  -L
I -> ' > / ; r
Only the solutions of types I and II satisfy the 
convergence conditions (9*2*3 ); and hy theorem 2 
(Chapter II) there cannot "be two linearly independent 
solutions of type II so that.\/2k in (9*2*1U) must he a 
constant multiple*(/say of 2k ( zero if ^yU-
is integral).
Then P-J-
0 ^  _ a /y^ -
//r
(e) The constant have some important properties
(i ) from 2 • /o)
= v, J- = • • •-1,0,1,2,.. • (9*2*17)
(ii) from (?*.?■*$) hy changing ,
y*-* y* , , we get
C ' d '  - —  fax. //a~p)*
v -V./ 7T (9-2*18)
x (iii) If v'-y^ -is an integer (as we are interested 
in the case^ ~ J(mod 1 ), we take also = J(mod 1 ), 
although vy* may of course be an integer without ^ , 
and yU being half add integers), then from (9*2*18)
either = 0 i.e. = 0
J  (9-2.19)
or C = 0 i.e. u  ,J( = 0
So that the solutions (9-2.12) and (9-2-5U) reduce
/ 0<i .
v /a, t'V* V r  /i^
( 9 * 2 * 2 0 )
/ (A V  ^  -p.,, ak
These are the properties of the ^v,2k and the Cp 
which are needed in our study, We can use these results 
to obtain some information about the special case ^  ~ ■§■ 
(mod 1).
(9-2*21 ) 
A  Pt
//£
3* Gliar ac teri s ti c equations _f or X ,
Consider the difference equation (9*2*8). Bearing 
in mind that we need a solution of type II of this 
equation and Theorem 2 (Chapter II)? we obtain a solution 
of (9*2*8) as a continued fraction in the usual manner. 
This solution gives
As in Chapter II, these infinite continued fractions 
are convergent. However the convergence also follows 
from theorem 2 as the hjrpothesis that (D^ .) must he greater 
than 2 has been shown above to be satisfied.
From (9*3*1) we get the characteristic equation forA.
i n  t ^ ^  f n r < m
on writing k = 0 in (9*3*1)? where O(mod 1 ) and
where and are as in (9*2*9).
How v/e examine this equation when v = -§-(mod 1 ).
Let V  = p + i, p = -1,0,1,2,••«•. Then and
Mk (M) are easily seen to satisfy the relations
/ / 7
Xj-| — L , .k -p-k-1 (9*3*3a)
(9«3*3b)
, 1For brevity we shall write for M^CaO and
for M, (-/«<), thus M, = M*^ . 0. k ' k -p-k~2
Writing
> * M  Y*|
G = G ( ^ «  m ) = L +  — 5— H- rJ__I + #
p p v > >/* } c) j ji_ [ (_ ° ° *
with y = p + i and
G1 = G (flT )
p p v > » r- >
the equation (9<*3*2) becomes
g - ^ ^  ^ + " . +
P I t
(9*3*to)
(9* 3 •^‘b )
 '"  '£r-L-J + ?___L~i----' " *
%_ ' -/>-i I
- +   + HfciX*"'
4L- t n
(9-3*5)
We now introduce the farther notations
it V h
T1 = ^ ( w )  = 1 » T = T w  = ■£•* + f— 1
L
v y
+
-1 -p
o o o o +
I L
Ap ^ 1, and T = T (-/*)• Then the relation 
(9*3*3) gives T^ = ^  + ^ 3 ^  +»«»«+ ^ ^
r rI ' ' -A
Applying the transformation ofQg] page 19, the equation
(9*3#5) becomes ^
£ M  N  • * ' ' M  'Y—  v (/ ~i - 2.
G _ =---- -----T— T“---------:----  +
t  St
p J  X , ... ~7~ *■ T “
US
(-1  M2M3 oo.o M.^   ^ ^'2p+ 2
2 + W ~ H  Y ~
2 2 T T « o o o T fp p (9*3*5a)
This then becomes
A G G + B G + C G + D - 0
P P P  P P  P P  P
where for p^ 1
A =
P
P
TT
i = T.l
(9*3*6)
(9*3*7a)
B i.
~ M T Ap -P-1 p (9-3*7b)
c
A.
—  •LV -j T1 M 1 „ V  T= -p-1 'P
P
(9*3*7c)
Dp = 1 f  BpCp + (-1 “*-1 y2p+2^ (9.3 .7a)
AP
Prom (9*3*7B>c) clearly
B (7*) = so that it suffices to obtain B^.
The cases p = -1, p = 0 are exceptional, namely 
(i) ^  = 0, B1 = G1 = 1, Di = -Lq (9-3-8)
(li) A q = 1, Bq = CQ = 0, D 0 = M^ 2 (9*3*9)
//?
(iii) A1 = L.,, B1 = MgV2, C1 = M ^ 2, D., = 0 (9*3*10)
(iv) A2 = + M2V2, B2 = LjM X2 , Cg = L
D2 = 1 , ^  (9*3*11)
Y 23 2 - 2-1 ’
From (9*3*7a*h) we have an interesting relation
A P = -P AP-1 + Bp-1. (p = 0,1,2,... )• (9*3*12)
To investigate the solutions of (9*3*6) we note the 
following behaviour of the coefficients A<,B?D as
Ap = 0 (p = -1 )
= 0(1 ) (p = 0,1,2,... )
Bp = 0(1 ) (p = -1 )
= 0  (p = 0)
= 0(f) (p = 1,2,... ) (9-3*13)
Dp = 0(1)
= o(f) (p = 0 )
= 0 (p = 1 )
) (p — 2»3»• • • )
Thus the equation (9*3*6) yields the following charact 
eristic equations for different values of p:~
12c
i  7(i) For p = -1, G^ + G^* - LQ = 0 (9*3*1^)
,(ii) For p" = 0, GqG* + Y * = 0  (9*3*15)
(iii) For p = 1, J ^ G *  + Mg f  G1 +
- M* f a *  = 0 (9*3*16)
etc*
Our object now is to solve equation (9*3*5) for A
by means of series for A in powers of Y * It is
important to observe from 3*533 equation (10)
that the coefficients in such a'-series are even functions
‘ [ ’ ■
of^  * The existence of siich series solutions has been
shown by Meixner and Shafke [161. t 3*5339 but the actual
series in the case V = ^-(mod 1 ) have not been obtained*
A point of particular interest is the form of the series*
When V ^-(mod 1 ), then forY = 0, the characteristic
equation for A  has solutions A  = V + 2k, -^-1 + 2k,
(k any integer), and each of these is a simple root;
in such cases the solution when V / 0 is expressible as
a series in y2* But vrhen V* = i(mod 1 ), then for V  = 0,
the characteristic.equation has the single set of
solutions A =  ^  + 2k, each of which is a double root*
In some cases the solution (for V ^ 0) is again
2expressible as a single series in V  > hut in other 
cases it is a series involving odd as well as even 
powers
From the calculations made here, the follovdng 
interesting conjectures emerged Yi/hich have now /been
(i) When V = p + i, p odd, then only even 
powers of V occur,
(ii) When y = p + •§-, p even, then all odd powers 
of Y vanish up to Y  p-1 , but the co­
efficient OL is not zero.p+1
Case :- p = -1, i.e. V = and /* ^(mod 1 )
proved (see j f iV] )
In this case the characteristic equation is
+
(9*3*17)
theorem 2, the coefficients of 
all odd powers of X are zero, so we assume A to be in the 
form
(9*3*18)
are known to be evenWhere the coefficients a,
functions of
Then
Substituting these expressions into the equation
p
(9°3*2 ) and equating to zero the coefficients of ^ ,
h 6 • n ^f )  Y 9 yields
a, = i(M0 + M p  = i ( y - + 3);
aU (M0 + M^)2- ( M ^  + M] )
=  1 h k / k  -  1 9 / A 2  -  3 2  ) J
256 ' 8
&r = 1055 V 6 - 2188 - 10213 y 2 - U03
6 -3 ^“ j" 288 32 '
so that the series for A. is
A 3
V ) * 2 + „1 9 M ’-33 ) ^  +
2 255 ' T T
/ ± S 5 5 m D -  2 1 8 8 ^ -  k 2 2 ) |  +  0 ( /  )
\ in 9 £*s ?3 (9*3.21 )
Case:- p = o, i.e. >■' = and i(mod 1 ).
In this case the characteristic equation 
obtained before is
GoQo = -1 y2 (9*3.22)
where
Ljj. = ■* -(2k + 7 )(2k + |), k = 0,1,2,.. . 
Mk = 2^ " W+ 2k^ 2  " ^ + 2k^ k = " A O , 1,2,...
, *
If we assume A- to have the form
A  = | + 5- a,, * ,
/
then as we have already observed that the coefficients 
a^ are even functions of /U. and so unaffected by a 
change of sign o f ,
= 0( )i ) if and only if a^  £ o.
So that it follows from (9*3*22) that we can find the
value of a^  by equating to zero the coefficients of
, 2 . .y , giving
a.
I2 * t
= ± vii - / t )
•Z ),
By comparing the coefficients of y y % a^, a^ 
can all he calculated. Thus in this case we get the 
series as
7 l o Y '/ ( 9 ‘ 3 . 2 3 )
•z
Case:- p = 1, i.e. V = and J(mod 1 )
In this case the characteristic equation for X  is
^  Sv g] t 1^  Y % G-1 + M1 S o (9*3*21+)
with
X
Ljj = ^  -(2k + |)(2k + |), k = -1,0,1 , 2 , . . .
Mk = (2 “^ + 2k)(2 "/U'+ 2k)’ (9-3*2l+a)
k — —*1 f 0 p9 2 9 • • »
N o w  take A in the form
< 4A = ^ 2 + z <a^  ' (9*3*25)
Then <*' v  /*>
E. = -2k (2k + 1+) + ?
11 >
= 0 (1 ) for k = -1,1,2,3»...
= 0(V) for k = 0
Q _ x + * '  4
° L> L , ( L L  +  H i * ' )
= + 0(Vi)
Similarly
5-
G^j =  a ?V  +  o (  t ).
From this it follows immediately from (9*3'22+) (hjh
a1 = 0*
In order to find the values of the other co­
efficients a^, a^ao.o we first s^-t^-the expansions 
of G^  etCo
■\
and similarly for G^•
By using these expansions in equation (9*3*21+)
1 5  6and comparing the coefficients of \ % V , % 9 we
First consider the equation (9«3#26a)# This
is quadratic in a^ and so gives two values of
-j
Replacing M >M hy their values as given hy (9°3*2l|.a), 
this equation becamef,
^ a2 - is (13 - kp.j +3i  8/ - ) = 0
which has solutions
a2 " 14.8 [ 2 ^ ~ + 3 \ / ( k / U  - 9 ^
Then it is easily found that
- i  /Mo + M ^  + M., + m] / 0,a,
so (9«3*31h) gives a^ = 0. Then from (9*3*26c) we
find a^
, t c / < - l^ / v + IS7A ^ +  
11 S9i2 i a' A T
+ a2 ^1+72 yU-^  + 100y ^  + ^
3VUa| ^ 20^  + 31 j 7
n )
and
Gase
Let
Then
the series for A- are
K j i y 2 ) = ^  - Jg[22 + 8h2 + )(^-9)ji
%-
+
13
^2/t + 187/,? + + a2 / fj-72/i4' + lOCyf +
- 38Ua2 + 3l)j V  U + 0(V6).
(9*3*27)
p = 2, i.e. V  = || and i(mod 1 )
In this case the characteristic equation is
G, = _ M 1 /  + 55^2 $  - H-t -2-3 f
T rn2m rp2rp2 //-i1 ,1 2 1 2  iG2 +
M
h -2 / -1 + -2 y
(9*3* 28)
A be of the form
* ^X  = J5 + I  V
I
0°  / 
L. = -21c (2k + 6) + Z
I
A
and similarly for
Substituting these expressions into the 
characteristic equation, we get
a1 + ia2 " )Y + (a3 " ^ )  ^  ■
ia2 - V  
255 T P “  25^ 0 )
0 M o a 1 +  M o M 1 \ V
m o  4
=  / 1 _  <t,Y +  dg'i2  +  a  f  +  .
„ g _  ^ ---------w -----  } +
“ i“ 2Y3 L  a1 + a2 V  3 ^  y fl,
S £ r g ~   + — 55—  ) ( 1 -----
" -1-2-5 __ .
* 1* j U  V  '+ (*2 - K o + % }  / 2 + /a3 -
( If/
M0a1 - -3a1 ^ Y 3 +
256 bU
By comparison of the coefficients of V  9 we get
With this value of a^
M1 . M.
a2 “ —2 + 2. ~ 0 So that the coefficients
T5 8
2
of ^ give
2 ~ M.MnM,
a3 = r ± z 2 ~ 3
-  a3 - UJ-iri2l3 -
The coefficients of#-^ gives
aLi = Moa2 + ‘ MoM1 + -1 a2 + -1-2 +
2 5 6  2 5 6 - U O  6k 6^.8
" _ J g  |M 1 + u \ + | g %  1
^ 2 _ ^ S56 [ o -3 J 256oi+0 6k• 8 J
8 a7 
3
But M ,M0M-j
-1 -2-3
A 2
So
0^9 + 295^  + 9009J+ 5^5 f/"* “ + 2/;)
Hence the series for A- up to Y is
/3c
Case:
form
Let
(9*3*29)
p = 3 i.e. y = * and |-(mod i ).
P £—
Consider the characteristic equation in the
(9 8
o = J f f  + “i“2 ^  y + „
Tl t 2t 2 T i2T > 3 T2T2T 2 ^  + %
i r,J
A  be in the form
\ *  r - z  ^  ^
A  - ^  + 2
Then
Lk = - 2k (2k + § ) + 2-
(k — ooo.a. ™iy0jij2j..»o)
(9*3*30)
-J
and similarly for G-^ .
Substituting these expansions into the equation 
(9.3 *30) we get
S1 + (a2 " 2§ ~ T^yr-W + /a,. - rSrsr- +
\ , o 1 H*„a,
+ (&3 -  IJoo")'! + (al  "  ]Jocf
!!° + V i  V 3 + / _ V i  + V l  f£i + «,l+ 0(y5)
20 400*48/ \ 5 400 400*'ft 10 40'
+ M-j# 2 ^/. a1^ + a2 y
i W T ^ 1  ’S
- - l - 2 - 3 y>5 L  + 0(V)\+ W A l l l l A O C U j
1li4 .256.12 1Ii4.256.144 ^
M _ M. , ?
Clearly =0, a2 = 20 1*2 = ^  ~ )
a, = 0*
j
Now we consider the expression
-i Mi 2 
(p + “ which we write as
3 t3
l i h i ] M.a_ M, M, \  -  r
4007%8~ “ T44 (a5*  ^+ 0(V >
But 
a
M 1 M,O *- -4 M M, o -  -1
2 
1
3 ‘ T
20  12 ~  20  12 
„ 2 „1
so that
,t1 « 1
oa2 + M oM 1 - Mua2 -
+ a,*5 + 0(Vb ).
5
r "5 UThen the coefficients of ¥ and^ give
(i) a
M a„ . MM, o 2 + o 1 - ~1a2 + -1.-2 + 
ij. hoo i}X)d»ij-8 ~ iuU 1i4.i4.-16
W l h _______________
1 ij-ti-2.256 S Moa2 -ua2 ;Mo N  _ -3-u ^
' a4" “4*00 ' T44 '466.48 142+T-16 \
:iS2-3-U(ii) a5 = - a5
a. -
M0a2 Slia2 . MoM1 _ -3~1l
hr hOO
Which gives a^ = 0
Nov\r (i) simplifies to
, o I “o“1 + -1-2 \ +/“o“*1 - -1m-2
400vl+ooijS 11+4*1 (4oalT+o TIE.TS
M Q , . M b i l l v ./Mini mIm1
T+oo ( l+
( MoM1 - -1-2 ,
\ 400*78 i U m S  1 = 0
from which can he determined.
Case:- p = 4? i.e. V = *2, i-(mod 1 )
In this case the characteristic equation is
_ -  M-I Yz “ i  -1 -2 j£  . l l - 2 f-3 “i+ i ,
4 rp rp2m rp2m2qi qi2m2ni2m
1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4
, r  , r T f  t ,r T - 10_ y
rr.2„2rT,2q,2 p . M_ "1
1 2 3 4 [ o j .  + j £ -  J (9*3*31 )
I*!.
Assume A in the form
/ V  -  2 2 +  *  a ,  Y ^
' ' 4 /t
Then
£  y  y
Lfc = - 2k (2k + 10) + 2_ “ >4
, M \ r*, -7 i M a.
Ivioa2 - V i  + MoM1
ah “ “ ^T — v  + °(^)
^ 24 24J *56
*1
and similarly for G^.
NC
o
H 'y
Substituting these expansions into the characteristic 
equation and equating to zero the coefficients of the 
successive powers V , we get
M o  _  M
a1 = 0> a2 = 271 T t 1+3
M a M M M a M M 
o n o 0 2 - 0 1  + - 1 2  + -1-2— u, a« — p p  ^ h
^  2 h  2 k  ° 5 &  2 5 6  2 5 6 ^ 2 2 +
a5 = 1  — 4-— o- /npoPi;,'ii=
(16) (21).) ^ -1-2-3-4-5
(16)2 (2U)2
' { I - ~ ^ 2) (t? -  f t )
and the series for \  is
■A %  (*) = $  - ^  (95 + y 2 ) + t h [ Y ( - ^ +-
M oM 1 1 y 5 /7i T w S T  *2 \
5 7 ^ /  +  7 T " p  J  ( -  7 A  H u  “ /  2
M-1M 2 - fc K i j , 7 t ~ r v v 5 * f 3 1 *
1 62* 2l+‘
• + o( /) (9.3.32)
Case:- V  = p + -J-, p an even integer.
We wish to prove the conjecture (ii) made in 
Section 3 »
For this purpose we consider the characteristic 
equation for A  in the form
j M 2 .“^ 2^ +.... (-o*
P m m2m _2m2 ~ 2T1 T^T2 T^Tq....Tp-2 T
P4
3*S T2 K  + }vpj ♦ ...+vf /
U p
l ri,,
~P'H  (9«3*33)
Where G- and G- are given in (9*3#U)
P P Oil
Let vA "be of the form A = (/^
According to our conjecture we have to show that
a2i»-j = 0 for P = 1 t0
Substituting the series for A: , and comparing the 
coefficients of ¥ , the characteristic equation gives
a^j = 0.
Let us assume that
/ p ^
a2r-j = 0 •f>or P ~ 1 ’fc0  ^ [ ^ ^  X  /f
Then .. oO
i'= T a y ' + £ .  (9-3^4)
^ / 4 = 5$ + I t
i ' iC
Inserting (9°3*3U) into the left hand side 
expression of (9*3 *33) we see that the lowest odd 
power of Y  in this expression is ^ Then hy the
fact observed before that CL are even functions of 
and by (9#3*3 )
0(/s+2)
So that the lowest odd power in the right hand side 
expression is y 2P+2~2s-1 = ^ 2p~2s+1 Sj_nce s < -fp?
this shows that &2s+1 = for 9 a1 =
Hence it follows inductively that &2r-1 = ^ for 
r = 1 to ip. To find the coefficient we observe
A 0
that ~ = lj.r(p-r+1 ) + 0(* ); then comparing the co-
2?
efficients ofY^+"^ in (9*3*33) gives
Now we prove the conjecture (i) made in Section 
9-3; i.e. for V = p + ■§•, p odd, all coefficients of 
odd powers ofY are zero.
Assuming A of the form 
* ^  L
A = (p + i)(p + | )  + Z' O.J
the characteristic equation
p * M s i  , _ _ - A 2!!!
0 T . T?T„ = .T2 t, +4 G 1
I P
-p-1 'i 2i + ..k lL l < 
I -p U  >
immediately gives a^  = 0 hy equating to zero the coeffi­
cients of '?a Now suppose that a2r-1 = 0 ^or n = 1 to - 
some integer s. Then the lowest terms of odd powers 
of Y  in the left and right hand side expressions of
pqj. a
this equation are y and % * respectively.
Since p is an odd integer, we have p ^ 2s and then %
a2s+1 = ^ a^so# B'a^ for s = ^ 9 al = Hence it
follows hy induction that all coefficients of odd 
powers of ¥  are zero.
Special case JdLr. 0 «
In this case the characteristic equation takes a 
particularly simple form which we now show.
IfyU = O then
G = G1, B = B1 = CL,
P P' P P P'
and from (9*3#7<i)
V P  = V p  + ("1 )P M -1M -2M -3 ... V i  2P+2
= Bp “ I 2* ^  ••• M-o-1 2p+2 (p  odd)
"iT (9*U«1)
•n2 , 2™ 2™ 2 Tr 2p+ 2
= Bp + ^ 3  (p even)
2 2 (9*U*2)
In view of these relations, the equation (9*3*6) 
"becomes
A G2 + 2B G + D a 0
P P P P P
Which has solutions given *by
But
and
For instance in the case p = o, we have
A G  = - + iY , ....o o  o — y —1
BQ = o,. A = 1, as mentioned in (9*3*9)
= -i so that this equation Becomes 
G = + ^
o “  2 *
f y c
Section
Now we consider the case y*-yfe< = O(mod 1 ) with
V  s ^(mod 1 ) and yU.= J(mod 1 ),
In order to have a solution of the form (9*2*20)
it is necessary to have v- 2 = 0 (hy 9*2*19) a&d then
>
(9*3*1 ) with k = 0 gives the characteristic equation
G1 a 0 (9*3*1 )
This equation is valid for 4^  -ytt a positive 
integer. But as we are interested in the case when the 
characters lex exponent v is half an odd integer, we 
take
^ = P + i ,  v > /  -  1
(9*5*2)
/<■ = q - - "I
Similarly corresponding to the solution (9»2*2 )
0 = L0 + + Mg^fj+ *** (9*5*3)
-2
with
y « p +' i ■ P »  -1
^4 = i  q^/ -1
Nov/ from the equations (9 *3 *  ^ ) an<3- (9*3* 3 )  we 
obtain power series for-V •
I'll
First consider the equation (9*5*1); and assumed
to he in the form
X  = (p + i) (p+" i) + 2
Then
^  s /
L^ . = -2k (2p + 2k + 2 ) +  ^
and the equation (9*5*1) becomes ^
y r q  o = -7-7- J *  + ~~— -i— — ^  IjI]
i.
^ ( P + 2 )  / $ { p +%) * * *
- | n ° J - p y \  < ( t  « , r + l v & )
ws^ il'fp+y ~»(>+ij
^  W ^ _ _  +  0 ( y ;
f Z ‘ 16 ' 6 < i (  p t l f  ( / > + * ) * ' ( f - f  v;
Comparing the coefficients of give
a • —- a-7 — a»-r ™~ 0 
1 5  5
a, - «o a,, - “0 | Mo "1 \ „t„
2 r o « n  ■*
So the series for ^  is
A. = (p + i)(p + f ) + 2/'^ 2 -1 } +
l i+p+3 / 6is-(p+2)2
o - _W 1 U O C V 6 ) (9-5*^)
M
p+2 2lp+3)
l^i'L
Similarly from the equation (9*5*3) we obtain
- 1 ^  / li + ^2 ) + 0 ( f G ) (9*5*5 )
6U-P2 p 2p-2
CHAPTER x
It is well known that Besselfs equation has, in 
general, the pair of independent solutions Jf y (z), 
hut that when ¥ is an integer, these are no longer 
linearly independent# In this case, however, Jy (z) 
remains a valid solution of the equation and the only 
problem is that of constructing a second solution.
For the spheroidal wave equation, there are 
similar fundamental pairs of solutions, QS'^  (z; V ),
pairs are linearly independent provided v is not half 
an odd integer# But in the latter case each of these 
four solutions breaks down and no longer provides a 
first solution of the equation* Thus the problem of 
constructing solutions in the exceptional case V  s ■§• 
(mod 1 ) is of a higher order of difficulty than for 
Bessel's equation since even the first solution must 
be formed by a limiting process.
In Section I some preliminary information is 
obtained &n the functions M' (z) = j  (z),
and r )^(z) = Section II treats.the
y ' ^  p
function QS y (z; y )  as and Section III the
function S ^  ^  (z: Y') as V-* Section IV deals
y
with the generalisation V—y 2s-4 which is similar to
QS'^ (z; ), valid in /z/e1 and
(z; K ) valid in /z/^1 . Each of these
^ and Section V considers the somev/hat different
case 2s+-g-« Finally, Section VI shows how these
solutions of the spheroidal wave equation reduce to 
Mathieu functions in the special case yW. = -§-•
Section I
We consider the function (z) given by
M'J
Qy (z) =eJa (2z) 1 r (v/-/;+-! )(z2-1 )
p (ii±|L±g, JLt^+ 1 ; y + 1 ; (10.1.1 )
5 z
where /z/?1, /arg z/\>, /arg(z + 1 )/< *
(z2-1 f /2 = (z + 1 ) ^2 (z - 1 ) ^ 2, and 
—1 ? *“2 , “-3 ? •« «
We observe that the definition (10.1,1 ) holds good 
when V  = P-2? P = 0,1,2,3?«** Prom the formula
_VQ ^  ( z ) - q ^ ( z ) =  t Ac o s v * ' r ( W - A ( 1 0 * 1 * 2 )
/"; •••*;
we have
i (z) = Q'^(2 ), for V = £(mod 1 ) (10*1*3)
We shall need to use the function M^'(z) = JL
n order to obtain an expression for this, we expand 
the hypergeometric function in (10*1*1 ) and use the 
duplication formula for the gamma function, getting
z *  , so i.'r/v+ s + i )
•> \?S
( 2 z T to
Whence
M i l /  ,/ViL 
)^  ( rf \ T '> tA £ ^  )log Q v ( z )  = log^" h :________ i _
(v+ 1 ) log (2z) + log2  CJ££L'% — - 7 Z y  (1 0 1 *1+)
.; o r; )
So that differentiation with respect to v gives
M^. (z) = - Q^(z) log 2z + ^ ( z )  (10.1.5)
>' v  y
Where
lT eA1'^  4": ,)y  ^V  P ( h’ y A + >5+ ^  J_
(Z ) =  r (1/ijj.c 3 \ (5 2-) 15 5r 5 r ^ + s + s )i
(10.1*6)
with
' y ( z )  =  ^  ( l o g  p  ( z )  £
c/x‘ ;
We remark that the summation JL in (10*1*6) 
remains valid if V = +p-J, p = 0,1,2,...«; hut 
it needs modification when V = -p~§-, p = 1*2,3**.*
For in this case \{v + s + ~ } will have simple zeros 
and + s + 2 ) s -^mPle Poles Por ^ + s + ^ = 0,-1,
-2,-3 * To obtain the modification we write 
(10*1*6 ) in the form
/r ,,, . /'An- i:' nJ y ^ l +-1
N * (z ) = A  ^ '7 £_n S'! P / v ** )
' ] VYrty t w + /) - A A t S r  <7)
t in
Now for 0 s ^p~1
n v + s  + % )
_i> (_1 )P “ P  ( p - s ) ,  a s  ^ - p - A
Then (10*1*7 ) "becomes
f-1
[7 p /lW'r/ , i i V ’1'- 1 i >i P / W W ' / t ' 1" + ’5St''
u r n  (z) = x  L i n J h L - L : - ^ - —  w
” p “ 2  - p  U * ) ' 5
^  ^  /+'M r 7 i +  2_) *■&►£)- y ^ ^ C M -8)
.s=-£ J/ F ( s - H - ' U i zJJf
It is because of this fact that Ni, ~ ^ N-j ~
r = 1,2,... Unlike the relation (10*1*3)*
Now we turn to the spherical Bessel function of
the first kind Af  {%) - I T'\2 i (z )*
v 12s./
We shall use the following symbols
y *  = i- t j 1 ^ (z)
 ^ (z) l o g  +  *i (z) ( 1 0 * 1 . 9 )
where .• A. *f**
<k) - •
l = •/•i f'Z lJ ( a 2— —  . \ )  (io.i .10)
Note that
v; k ?  (r = 1,2,3,...)
+ 2r -•§• - 2r
although
(V \ u  (1 )
T'-i + 2r = T -1 -2r (10*1*11 )
Section II
We know that when the characteristic exponent V 
is not half an odd integer, the spheroidal vrnve equation 
has the following pairs of linearly incfpendent solutions
/j. , o. _  ,Qs;r (z, r )  = Z- (.-'ho-yjt <9l3 J ( 10.2.1a))*
■Li — csC
^§hi , JA (10.2.113)
t f " *  ( z , 0  = h w r /V ' Z ,^h.('r' W , | Z(!l0.2.2a)
V - (A u
(z_) >' ) = { - z - O  ^ ,/MZ y^i,l3hl/,3{r//(10•2.2b)
~  V -  /
The coefficients ^  satisfy the following three
term recurrence relation:-
P2r a 2r-2 +^2r 2r + R2r ai>, 2r+2 = 0
(10*2.3)
Where
P2r. = v-(y-/’+s*-)Y.-('+2r - U ____
(2V+i}.r-1 ) (2>'+Ur-3)
X2r ~ (v+2r)(w+2r+1 ) + 2 % (^ -;2r ) (v+2r+1 )+/^-1
(2V+l+r-1 )(2V+i+r+3)
R2r = * (y+/^2r+1 )(^+W+2r+2 )
(2>' +l+r+3) (2>'+Ur+5)
(10* 2-i+)
/7 cj
In Chapter II, we have discussed the existence and 
uniqueness of 2p, a solution of the relation (10-2*3 ) 
of type II* That is, to ensure a solution of type II, 
we take
V v Or. ” a>'J2r+2 _ ~P2r+2j P2r+i+ E2r+2.l
6 2r " X2r+2 '!XV;+V  * " ‘”(10.2.5)
_ 0, 1 ,2,3> •• •
and
Uv 2r = 5*2r-2 = ^ 2r-21 -•R2r-ij- P2r~2/
2ra I X2r-2 ! ^2r-Lj- (10.2*6 )1
A. = 0, -1, ~2, -3 ? • -.
Where the infinite continued fractions in (10*2*5 ) 
and (10*2*6) are proved to he convergent in Chapter II. 
The relations (10*2*5) and (10*2*6) thus determine
„ M
the ratio for all r in such a way as to satisfy
4- v 0
the equation (10*2*3) and yield a solution of type II 
provided there is also satisfied the characteristic 
equation which may he written
P U,, + X + R U  = 0  (10.2.7)
O  / o  O  O  , o
Prom (10*2*7) we can obtain an expression for A in the 
form of a power series in . It is known that A^  is 
continuous in V [16] page 271. We have given in
/ 5c
Chapter IX a detailed discussion for A  for the general 
case V = p + i (p = -1,0,1,2,..•).
Precisely we have the ratios
(10*2*8 )
y
aH2r =
A a 2 4.-'/
77 V ,
y'
V) O t
1 --1
M y - !
^~2r = -2
1 u
)s /
a w, 0 av o t I
(10*2*9)
with the normalisation condition
-<* fov-tijt+f) p{vy.i. + i)fl(vyA -t H +0 (10*2*10)
Y/hich gives aA  a = *1
"2 .3^
Now we consider the behaviour of the function 
Qs ^(z; ^ ) as for Y/hich we set V = --g+ 1 and
consider the quantities H/2p an^ K 2r case#
We pause to comment that Y/hen* = both the functions 
given in (10*2*1 ) break dov/n# However we shall see 
that a limiting process can be carried out and that 
when this is done, Q S ^  (z; $ 2 ) and (z » ^ )  tend
to the same function so that there arises the question 
of constructing another solution.
We note that for r = 1,2,3,,,., no difficulty arises
)TI
2r tends to a definite limit as £->0 and also
Uthat for r = -1, -2, -3* • •» ^ 2r ’ten(3-s a definite limit*
j
Difficulty only occurs in the case of H /0 and l\,0*
From (10*2*5) and (10*2*6), we have
y  ^  _ _____ J .. lK % yj . • = -i v *
-i*K. o “ ~   ) x ^
X ' / N
* 1 say (10*2*11)
-r Y~ i ^  4 £) (■- \ t y d  (?_ if
~ ih  J  " i
° *  (— i I/.,
" ,  r i u*
2 t  *  )
r—  -   1 z h
I 'X* - d u y s a y (10*2*1 2 )
*
Where V\ and U' remain finite as £-^q. 
Then the results (10*2*8) and (10°2*9)
a h\
. . F . i i . b J X
V ' 51 L 1
K  JT 1
oJ\ , t  U 1
-  *  4 %  0
s,
a  i ,  %___
U  r  t t
f t i i -
i . -
- r  C v  0 ^  1
J~- lr L -at / ~  Y n )  Y 10.2 .1U)e
and for completeness we write V0 = Id 9 L/0 = ^ 
Then (l0*2*1a) becomes 
Q § y  (z; 'l<2 ) =
> ^ ■; , / H
~i \ £ O'] .
4+* '•“i ' ~  I T  L *itfc 1
oO
Z H Y  4 A + t ~  j J zJJ (10-2-15)
Now we shall show that as £-*0 the expression 
inj J in (10*2*15) tends to zero*
First consider
V
1(1 ~/+L) (i - / +  0 /  ( 2 t + 2 > ' P^P 
3-
X
*4-
So that as fc —> o
x,
E 2hti- ...
Similarly from (10*2*12) as
u 0 ^
r ~ h
~ - b - 2  I-....
-U
But from (10* 2* U) it is seen that as ^
X2r - X2r ^  °' P2r " X-2r 0 (10* 2* 1 6 )
So that
V ' + as £ 0 (10*2*17
Prom (10*2*13) and (I0*2»1i+) we have
A - 1 i ~ /
V, +  ^  'Sir'll + S (' +Ue)U
*4, <3 ? ~ . -1 t rr /
2 -/ - fPit i/‘ .  ^ ^  _*u'° Li*/ /W -4' "( (from (10*2*17))
But from the results (10*2*16), (10*2*5) and (i0*2*6)
in.
ir- h 2v -2 ~ % . - 2v+2 ~^ °> as
Therefore
V 2v +U2r ^  0 as ^  0
Thus the expressionf J in (10*2*15) s-
}  ^  * * o
i $ '
M- li-
Therefore in order to evaluate li:r?$ QSi, ~ (z; ^ ), v/e
£*■? o ~2+ *
differentiate•the expression £ 3 (10*2*15) with
respect to i  and put t = 0, obtaining
Q f  ( ' £>' * ' ’)  =  Y q 1 (?) + z t u H k  M f  , + V H *  , +
I *’ * i
*  2 - ^  )  K  + 34.-+ i - y j j {  10-2*18)
9"
Let us consider more carefully the result 
(10*2*18). It appears to contain a logarithmic term, 
but in fact the coefficients of log 2X is precisely the 
series which was shown to be identically zero*
M- / 2 >
Consequently the series for QSi. (z;y~) ultimately 
becomes qO ( t ,,/< j _
Q ^ ( z : y x)  - o f i  (*) -I- 2  W * j  ^
^  J \/ A/ ^  ... ^
MWhere k; = [
u L
i  1/
* &  J
±  u^  l \ y
€=. o
(10*2.20)
The quantities and contain • But from 
(10*2*7 ) A  can he seen to vary continuously with £ so 
that their derivatives with respect to £ remain valid# 
The result (10*2*19) provides the solution of the 
form / (z) page 227*
U.
In this section we evaluate linv S ,
as c 0 #
It is known that the coefficients a{*~ of the2r
^(1 )function £ ' (z^ y ) are also given hy the equation
(10*2*3)* Therefore what has been established 
regarding the coefficients remain true in this case 
also#
In this case, we have y , ...p
■■*•+£ ^ ' z a- ' 1
«d
1 t ^  ' J  (10.3*1)
Where V  and L^p are given in (10*2*13) and (10*2*1U) 
respectively.
Now the expressionJ in (10*3*1) °an be proved 
to be identically zero as £-^-^0 as in section 11$ so 
that differentiating this expression with respect to £
, and then putting 1 = 0, we obtain
*  < /
1 d L  - i v  " V  , sI t j  a*. - a -A. J (10.3-2)
By using the results (10*1*9) and (10*1*11 ), tnis
oO , Jbecomes
/■
" o
SM
AT
Where > 1^  \ y are given in (10*1*8) and (10*1*9)
respectively. In (10*3*3) 'the term containing the 
logarithm is seen to vanish, and we obtain ultimately
Section IV
In this section we investigate the case V—* 2s~i, 
s being an integer.
Writing
V  = V  + 2s 
^  - s
the recurrence relation (10*2*3 ) assumes the form
p Os ^  . 4- X Ci a , /c /
*>£ '?5\ ) /+$$ lb - 5 1
_ (I0 .tt.-1)
—  O
Where
A
n f i z L L
(  j  >) -f- V  ~ t ) (  $ i > w # - 3j
\/ t / * A \ / ^X ~ A ~ ( ^ ^ ^ ^  ^f ^  —
3 - 4  ' ^ a  *  +  <V -  i) /iP * v P i V
' (l0.2+*2b)
^  ^  y  ^  t* -h ! ) ( L? h/tA f  -2-b t  )
^  (so vH-iyi) ( o b  -/-Ha * i-j) (io.t4-.2c
Prom (l0»i[.«l)
^ - * i s  , 1 I (lO*lj.*3b)
't. - o ^ - l  ■-. i, * * '
w i t h  t h e  n o r m a l i s a t i o n ' c o n d i t i o n  .
{ , ! , ,  *,,) f  /^ > X -  ■ v f r ' l K ^  r f f * r < * £ .  -
f'x f ^ t / )  r (  o  ^  r % - + i )  r (  v s t * *  -  *)
(lO.i+.li)
P r o m  (lOol^ij.) i t  c a n  b e  s e e n  a t  o n c e  t h a t
>■
aC+2s,-2s 0 as v~?~i
0 r  % + 2 B,-2s “ say,
P r o m  ( 1 0 *i4*3 a , b ) w e  o b t a i n
fl- L tEtv.;v'a-!s “L h J  - ^  -  -
--4— — -— ■ =• r x . I >< <y
^L-'r * 5 ,  ■* < 5  , - \ /  -j L. \ /
_  ,.?a)
• I----------------------  /x
a n d  __ - J  ^
^,.£,vv-s :^  /  ,1%J - ^ l £ i . ) . . . . .
“ ! N  I X  i— ?
*1', _ i  (i *
r^T, € a (lO‘^*5'b,
- 1
Now we consider the behaviour of the function 
QS^ (z;)f) as v ^  —g+2s.
Write this function in the form
mz - H )-<# /*
Q C  , (a) ,<
y* j/, / r
Vfyy- ' iS
Q(> £. j— $ ^ ojt'l'' j ■'/ - 2 5 >. /-' *''✓
j k & * n + L (-o ^ w v + l ^  '
• -•>*-« /s A
O',
<3;
a'> •.
* k -  )
< 0* 4-' S i /
£ [(-// 6)^ i i
H  - £ + £ + 8 . 7  ^
$'f#> ' f
A +
*
6?
oCi
~ x t l  i
* _i / K r  ' 4  .c \ 15/ y+JU. -^5-4* J
However
+ <7 f'^  ^ x£  +i*
a/» £-* O
O  A /Z 
v-JL ^  c- k \  Q ' -  i r . ) * 7 - / / £ \ v S * uL -X ' . / i t  * 3L
* i / / $ i/. *  / v A  * ^
Af
<CL0
A
.^X
»
The symbols occurring in the above case are given in 
Section II
ICO
Section V 
The function Qs£ ^-*r ± a
In this case we investigate the behaviour of the 
solutions (10*2*1,2 ) as v
We see immediately that as v — > the quantities
given in (10• 2* hi-) become
c 2 (2r-VW+i)(2r-.<Hr)
2r ' ii.rO+r-2-) ’ r ^
„ , „ (2rn4 )(2r+'§) +m2-1
^ A-(2r+i)(2r+|) + 2 A  TJF^r+l?)'------
r ^ 0, -1 (10*5*1 )
^2r - f  $ ( 2 - r+ f A'1"2)(2r+/<-+^) ^
In view of (10*5-1 ) we see that the relation 
(10*2*3 ) takes straight forward limiting forms for 
r = 1,2,3,... r = -2,-3,-ij., • • • and these relations 
can be satisfied by
= ~?2r+21 _ P2r+U S2r+2|
2r ~ X2r+2 X2r+U (lO*5*2a)
t-* *= 0,1 ,2,3, . o o o »
ft!
2 r ~ 2  _ 2 r - 2
2r~2 (I0*5'2fc)
T o  h a n d l e  t h e  c a s e r  »  0 ,  w e  c o n s i d e r  t h e  g e n e r a l
r e l a t i o n  (1.0* 2 * 3 )  f o r  r  *  0  w i t h o u t  a s  y e t  l e t t i n g  v ->
n a m e l y  y
, / i-M ' K
~ o „  + p  v / y + . ) - r > * '  - — ~ — : h
— 7— — m T( f U - i J l i i ^ - 3 )  1 '■
, +  { v + / > - f $ )
T  --------   a, =  o
a n d  m u l t i p l y  t h r o u g h o u t  b y  2 > > - 1 , t h e n  l e t  v-^ i ;  
t h i s  g i v e s
2 ao 0
+ 2*2
i . e .  $  ( / ? - i ) ( a 0 - a 2 ) — ^  0  ( 1 0 . 5 * 3 )
T h e  c a s e  r  =  -1 i s  t r e a t e d  s i m i l a r l y  a n d  y i e l d s  p r e ­
c i s e l y  t h e  s a m e  r e l a t i o n s h i p .  T h u s  a s  t h e
tA O
c o e f f i c i e n t s  a ^  2 r  ) t e n d  t o  l i m i t i n g  v a l u e s  s u c h
t h a t  a £  . =  e,C f o r  J ;  ^  i ,  w h i l e  t h e  r a t i o
T / ° s' > / —c_----
( r  =  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . »  ) and ft£/a*-a/„ *1' 
(r = -1,-2,-3,••• ) are given by (I0t5*2a, 2 b )  2 > v
Nov/ w e  c a n  s e e  e a s i l y  t h a t  w h e n  y =  i
( 10* 5 * 1- S;
P  -  p
2r ~2r -2
X2r ~ ~2r -2
H i
| 2 r + 2  =  | 2 r ^  (r =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  )
a2r -2r-2
which gives immediately
a2 = hk
ao -2
Hence
a2 “ -h and similarly
a2r = &2r-2 (10.5.5)
Prom the normalisation condition (10*210) we see
i
that as i, aQ = So the solution (l0»2*1a)
when V = •§• + £ , becomes oO i /
= *0 ] X X ~  -  * f
K . s i - i ) =  f  [ 0/  -" ^  ^ a */  f c L  i t ' -  «  ' 5 t l  I *  \ »  5
a  *
'V ,^  4L
But Qil0vi (z) = qC* (z), ’(r = 0,1,2,...). So from 
"2 ~2r
(10«5*5 ) the expression^ 1 in (10*5*6 ) tends to zero
as 0. In order, therefore, to get li>v\
b O
QS'T < (z,\£) we differentiate this expression with
2 +■ 0
respect to ^  , and then put fe, -- 0 obtaining
!l'‘j
*° j/ a X  W-i/ 1 A /1*  / )
(z) = 2 M  at r *  + ^  J * j * ^  '
«*> V <2. A
- fe;»z Z . P "  -2a*
%  a
Where o-'., -  4  ^ )
~  pt <,/,.f?0
But the term containing the logarithm is seen to 
vanish* Bo ultimately we get
w (2 ) . £  * fc * £ , *  +  J  t  .
" /j  ^ * ! j »< ^ y j
Similarly as ~
t ) „  ( / - j j  £ z -  Sf f M Y / /fS J y z )  +
06
S  y/ ,  ^ 1 (io*5°s)
-v* C V + ^
Case %J ~ 2 <1 ■+ -l
2/
As we remarked in Section IV, the recurrence 
relation (10*2*3 ) is not changed when V and r are re-
X A
placed hy v' + 2s and r - s respectively* Thus in 
order to investigate the solutions (10*2*1,2 ) for the 
above case, we have only to consider the case when
A
2*
Section VI
In this section we see what happens to the 
spheroidal wave equation solutions as the Legendre 
function series and as the spherical Bessel function 
series in the caseyU, = •§•* Then taking out a factor
Q 1^.
(1-z )~4 we would get solutions of Mathieu’s algebraic 
equation* From these solutions we can deduce solutions 
of integral order* These formulations have not been 
obtained previously in the explicit form*
Consider the functions piO Yol* I*]
-k E>- v*; i - *>•
F t i v A ' S s f r
F f  r(hy-s) -z +A*r« j (10.6.1 )'
n r  P ( *4 /  ^ \ v * x _ ^ 4 i_
3
(10.6*2)
By putting z = cos# , u. - -J-, V = 0 - £f
these functions become
So that _l * /
^  * * ( y - )
> ‘ (<■+J4-) -1 ( < r + ?
A  ■ + e i
*: _. ,. C3 — •-*, t i~.x. - <*y
■1
Where z = cos/9, and a s satisfy the relation
X ' a  1 +  +- * -f t  - ( s -> ?4> J  i-" L + r--fc; *
^ 5 ^ (10.6-5)
Now hy means of the transformation £16) page 276,
y U =  i, Z = cos£>, ,r(s) = ( - 1 -Z2 )~^y_ )»
the spheroidal wave equation becomes
(10.6-6)
which is clearly ths Mathieu’s equation. So the 
functions (z2-1 )* Pf2 (tax$ ) and (z2~1 ,y^ )
-■g-
satisfy ttos Mathieufs equation (10»6*6) and are given by
(z2-1 y- PS2 (<Vs<9 ", 2 ) = constant T(-t) ^  O'2)
•r-i
£ ( t f  -t  i ^ /<v -/-• / a ) $
<f H
£X)y
'SL ~ ^
(z2-1 )) QS2 , ( &I*S ; V 2 ) = constant £" (''( A i _  jf
When r -  i  is not an integer* If hov/ever - i
= P is an integer, from these we can deduce the 
Mathieu functions of integral order, and the co­
efficients of the series still satisfy the relation 
(10*6°5). Thus the formulae (10*6*3) enable us to 
get at once solutions of tfee Mathieu fs equation from 
those of the spheroidal wave equation,
Next taking^  = ■§-, v* = <r - 7 -ecsQ, in fhe
solutions
• i ' m -  u 2-,) W 1'
j.= 1,2,
we get
y x
V ^ oos q) = °oagtont ^  a*- - y J YitSs)
6- f' Jsin 9 i-
(10-6-7)
constant
p O  ,
Z  «--*•,
/sTrTe•v/
, V
r
oy c + i A * * * 5* )  fl^-) (10-6-8)
i?0 J_
constant y  & 
v/si'n S’
i /
// (10*6*9)
T+ 2-V ^
where the coefficients a s  satisfy the equation (10.6*5 ).
1
Taking out the factor these functions become the~J£ln $
M i
solutions of the Mathieufs equation, the first one 
being periodic IT - -J- is an integer, and the rest non­
periodic o
mChapter XI
11°1 Second solutions
The second solutions will he of the form in
1 < / z / < o O  .
t n • i /"  ■ , / , < V ^  * ■ *W. ( z )  = AJ I-Z-) 4 -jZ  -f- Z  T  ^  ”2-
~ £  J ' ' i / ‘XK
00 (11-1*1 )
( V  =  p  +  -1, P  =  - 1 , 1 , 3 , 5  ... )
,rr / \ 1 WS‘ I , i <"A (• ys %k-
2 = a  ?t/z) V  ^ Z "  ' • 2-
(11.1*2)
( ^ = p  + 2"? p = 0,2, U) • • • )
Now we obtain the relations between the coeffic-
A' /A
ients ± 0, and d i_ 0, as follows s-
T^2? ^
Substituting W^(z) into the spheroidal wave 
equation we get the differential equation
(1-z2 ) —■ -  2zg| + p  + y2(l-z2 ) -
V .  . = KJS*
-.j m-
2a J ’ i_(z) = 0 (11 »1 *3)
'7 “ 2
where > . .
V(z) = (z —1) Z  2  d, .z. :n.i.i+)
« ; 7
Then using this latter function V (z) and the 
series for sJ /^m±(z)9 we get
It/ +7kK\-/l + *k)J.Z i k + x  + \ \j>
s'JL* - »*'«#<' , = * * *  / l/< -yt. - 0 U ,  ( 1 1 * 1 * 5 )
-V, 2A-S 1 ^
Similarly using the function Wg(z),
( l y t f - /f t ^ i * n + j > +1C-ft + >.k)/-2-f a*) Pf,
m- - " - * « (  i k y r i L )  u £ ,  i k - n t  ( t k  + ‘) u (11 -1-6)
In |16J is given the second solution as
\  * °  /  t '
-- -z ^
V  = | (mod 1 )
/  <V,/
We obtain the recurrence relation for *p 2r (no  ^
given previously) as:- . .
/ y 4 an-*)/
.■a t > /!>/ >/ 
/ V r «  - a) - 4 ^  + V V/ ^  ■ v  ^
+  ^ ( ^ t ^ t + O d Z ,  (11*1*7)
If//_ = 0, the solutions (9*2»1 ) become 
^ 06 o __ 2„/C
>°(2) = Z  ZI % j/c ^  (11.1-8;
y c(z) = £" w °  ■z-2'^ (11-1-9)
-U-, -P-l, 2;(
For V = p + 4, p = S<1,1,3,... "by (9-2.17) and 
(9-2-18)
I J O
(c°)2 = -4
■2 A
So that the result (9*2*16) gives
(ilT U *  - + -L- u°
- z i< ~~ j tJ- ^P(2^4^) -O'"'* i/tf - a / * '  (11*1*10)
Now from (9*3*1 )
0 ^ 
hri*2k = 77
l,°
*^1 l-l {A. 1-4,o -4,2i-2
^  -+ o ( Y U f r )  « ,  r - > °
IJ<l ) ^  7
Whence (11*1*10) becomes
u °  7= j= -t o(Y>)
-i,-2k /t 5.^ ' ( K ) 1 '
This result is valid when the upper sign in (11*1*10) 
holds. Not/ we consider the case of the lower sign.
By putting K = 0, (11*1*10) yields 
, o
= 0 and then (9*2*9 ) gives
-4,o
I u  = y U.
9 -f <?O O £ O o <£ *
We note that we can get this result also from 
(9.3.50) which thus serves to give all
in terms of U ?  01 (k = 1,2,...). Now an approximation— o-?ZJ£
for*-^? 2k can f*ound as follows 
we see immediately that
i)0 /'• j i -
= /■ -?,2iI j o ?
—1 9 I 77 2. i 1 ®2 f U' JL Q n 9“* 2 p c. X
A, / / s ^
L l .  ( x f ' % o ( r ^ )  ,
 ^1(1 -j *2. ■ $■
i-
Whence (9*3*5 ) becomes when V  is small
j- -S' r/ ***■ i 1  -f
Thus we have solutions ' , \ - Ifc
j.> zi< ~ t  *o ^ 24- z _  r  / — :---------- 6t"
* * 7 — f t K  “ 4 ^c;
+ 2- 2
■/T i
- (*>
2
'15,< /
5 (11-1 *"*1)
Z.
/ (11*1*1 2 )
Prom P+-J-, p = —1 p 1 y2,3> • the solutions 
(11*1*8) and (11*1*9) become identical* However the 
second solution in 1 </z/<»6 in this case will be of the 
form
x <4 .0
W(z) = a log z ? J/iJ + Z x 2- ij zh'2' (11*1*13)
__J- • / "V a ^
where the coefficients d? 0, are given by the relation
—-2 r <-■*£
( t  f 5/<-Xi + 5*,+X ^ yi' ~ ( - i 1 ^
. ■*y (11 •1*11+) 
~ V  --1- ,•>!< *> ~ - 0  ( ^ k t x )  I * ,  - f  t/Zra. O b
*' 2 -£->2*
■/72-
Now we consider the case V  = p + if P 5=5 
Then "by (9.2*17) and (9*2*18),
c± = + h
2 ”  j?f
By putting k = 1, the result (9*2*16) gives
r / u ?  = w * . ’
or = - U J #} 
h' 2'
But from (9*2*11)
Hence
/y 0
2 y a,  = 4r , 0
or
In general
u ?  _  = ^ 4 =  r £ / > ^
V (r k fi ) >• '* J* ^
In this case the second solution will he of the form
1 j  0 *"k  o
W(z) = f a  (11*1*15)
* .1
( I * » J ( $ ,  » V i k l k ) K -■ "
- y 1' /f_* =  - ^  (/<t')us/
//c 
'x^C
Abramowitz, M. 
Arscott, F.M.
Bouwkamp, C. J. 
Campbell, Robert
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